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On December 8, 2012 the SuperTIGER (Super Trans-Iron Galactic Element Recorder) in-
strument was launched from Williams Field, Antarctica on a long-duration balloon flight
that lasted 55 days and maintained a mean altitude of 125,000 feet. SuperTIGER measured
the relative abundances of Galactic cosmic-ray (GCR) nuclei with high statistical preci-
sion and well resolved individual element peaks from 10Ne to 40Zr. SuperTIGER also made
exploratory measurements of the relative abundances up to 56Ba. The SuperTIGER instru-
ment determines the charge (Z) and energy of GCR using two independent detector stacks
composed of a scintillating fiber hodoscope, two Cherenkov light detectors and three scintil-
lation light detectors. The SuperTIGER data is analyzed to account for instrument effects
and then corrected for nuclear interactions and energy losses that occur within the instru-
ment, atmosphere and interstellar medium to obtain relative abundances at the GCR source.
The SuperTIGER data analysis reported in Murphy et al. 2016[2] was performed prior to
the Antarctic recovery effort in 2015 and only included data transmitted during line-of-site
periods and via satellite telemetry. The current analysis includes additional data saved to
on-board solid-state drives that were retrieved during recovery. Although the statistics are
low for elements heavier than 40Zr, we show relative abundances of charges 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56 with
individual element resolution. The relative abundances of elements 40Zr through 60Nd are of
particular interest because they are likely formed both by supernova explosions and binary
xxiii
neutron star mergers. A well resolved measurement of this charge range can constrain the
contributions to the GCR composition from both these possible sources. The GCR relative
elemental abundances derived in this thesis are compared to satellite measurements after
accounting for the effects of traversing the instrument and atmosphere. Further work is
required to accurately constrain the GCR source composition up to 56Ba.
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Cosmic Rays (CR) are charged particles of extraterrestrial origin that propagate through
space and arrive at the Earth. CR generally fall into three categories based on their
observed energies. Solar Energetic Particles made by the Sun have energies E <∼ 107
eV/nucleon. Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) have greater energies, reaching up to at least
E ∼ 1015 eV/nucleon, and originate outside of the heliosphere but within the Milky Way
galaxy. Extragalactic Cosmic Rays originate outside of our galaxy and reach energies over
1020 eV/nucleon. The energies of GCR are great enough that they are able to enter the Sun’s
magnetosphere but low enough that they diffuse through the Galaxy via interactions with
Galactic magnetic fields, arriving at the Earth isotropically. The GCR nucleic composition
breaks down to ∼ 89% Hydrogen, ∼ 10% Helium and ∼ 1% heavier elements. Of this ∼ 1%,
ultra-heavy GCR (UHGCR) having charge Z ≥ 30 make an extremely small fraction. The
analysis in this thesis focuses on these exceedingly scarce UHGCR and, in particular, makes
a preliminary measurement of the relative abundances of the 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56 charge range.
Since 1912, when Victor Hess discovered the extraterrestrial origin of cosmic rays using
balloons, they have been a key part of cosmic ray research. Long-duration balloons lift sci-
entific payloads above ∼ 99.5% of the Earth’s atmosphere, enabling cosmic rays to reach the
payload without travelling through too much atmosphere, sufficiently lowering the proba-
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bility that they will interact with an atmospheric molecule before being measured. Putting
a cosmic-ray instrument on a space satellite is preferable, as atmospheric interactions are
completely avoided and the collection time can be on the order of years rather than weeks
or months. Long duration ballooning (LDB) remains an attractive alternative to satellite
missions due to its much lower cost and the possibility of recovery and refurbishment of the
instrument for a series of flights. LDB missions also serve to provide proof-of-concept for
future space missions. Additionally, flying balloons from Antarctica, for CR measurements
in particular, benefits from the largely vertical nature of the Earth’s magnetic field lines at
that location. Charged particles do not get deflected away from the instrument and there-
fore flights from the pole suffer less from magnetic shielding than Earth-orbiting satellite
instruments, or those on the International Space Station (ISS). The science in this work
was done using cosmic-ray data from the SuperTIGER (Super Trans-Iron Galactic Element
Recorder) instrument that flew for 55 days on such an Antarctic LDB flight in 2012. Super-
TIGER is the follow up experiment to the TIGER instrument that also collected data over
two Antarctic LDB flights in 2001 and 2003.
1.1 Galactic Cosmic Rays
GCR propagate through the Galaxy, spiraling around Galactic magnetic field lines with gyro-
radii that are proportional to their energies. At typical GCR energies between∼ 107 < E <∼
1015 eV/nucleon, GCR motion is nearly diffusive because they are so frequently deflected by
the highly irregular structure of the Galactic field lines. GCR can have energies up to ∼ 1017
eV/nucleon, but above this the gyro-radii for cosmic rays is greater than the extent of the
Galactic magnetic field and, therefore, can easily escape it. At energies less than ∼ 107
eV/nucleon, cosmic rays that originate outside of the heliosphere cannot enter it due to the
solar wind, which provides magnetic shielding. At energies higher than ∼ 1015 eV/nucleon,
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cosmic rays do pierce the heliosphere but are not strongly deflected by the Sun’s magnetic
field and are able to pass through without diffusing. GCR with energies ∼ 1015 < E <∼ 1017
eV/nucleon are able to arrive at Earth because they can enter the heliosphere, but their
velocities upon entering must coincide with where the Earth will be or they will simply
pass through the heliosphere undetected. At typical GCR energies (∼ 107 < E <∼ 1015
eV/nucleon), however, GCR have sufficient energy to enter the heliosphere but travel slow
enough that their interactions with the solar magnetic field allow them to diffuse within
the heliosphere, as they did within the Galaxy, increasing their heliospheric residence time
and, subsequently, their probability of arriving at Earth. Because GCR exhibit diffusive
behavior within the Galaxy and heliosphere, GCR are measured arriving at the Earth from
all directions and therefore cannot be traced back to their source in the sky based on their
trajectories. Other measures must be taken in order to test the origins of GCR.
GCR that are measured at Earth have traveled large distances over large timescales from
their sources elsewhere in the Galaxy. GCR nuclei with radioactive decay lifetimes that are
less than the transport time from their GCR source (GCRS) to the Earth (∼ 10− 20× 106
yr, Wiedenbeck et al. 2007[15]) will decay before they can be measured. Additionally, while
the interstellar medium (ISM) is not dense, GCR travel through a great deal of interstellar
space and undergo interactions with particles in the ISM that result in nuclear spallation.
Primary GCR are those that, over the course of their intergalactic propagation, have not
undergone these processes and are measured at Earth as the same isotopic species that they
had at their source. Secondary GCR, on the other hand, are the result of primary GCR
that have suffered radioactive decay or nuclear spallation and arrive at Earth as an isotope
that is different from the one that was accelerated at the GCRS. The GCR flux measured
at Earth is a mixture of primary and secondary nuclei for most elements and isotopes. The
secondary to primary mixing ratios for various elements are instrumental in learning more
about the source, acceleration and propagation of GCR. For example, elements and isotopes
known to be secondaries formed by nuclear spallation during interstellar propagation allow
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us to calculate the average cosmic-ray path length in the ISM. Additionally, radioactive
secondaries with known half lives, such as 10Be, are used as "clocks" to constrain the time
between GCR acceleration and measurement at Earth.
Sources capable of providing immense power are required to maintain the constant GCR flux
observed at Earth. Supernova (SN) explosions are one of the most energetic known sources
in the Galaxy and also occur relatively frequently, making them good candidates for GCR
acceleration sites. Supernovae (SNe) occur by two primary processes: core-collapse (SN II
and Ib/c) of younger, massive stars where a small portion of their mass is left as a neutron
star remnant or black hole, and thermonuclear explosion (SN Ia) of older, smaller stars
that accrete mass from a binary companion and leave no massive remnant. The combined
Galactic rate of these SNe is 2.8± 0.6 per century (Shivvers et al. 2017[16]), where ∼ 81%
are core-collapse and ∼ 19% are thermonuclear. As the energy released by both SNe types is
roughly the same at ∼ 1051 ergs (Woosley & Weaver 1995[17]), the average power generated
by Galactic SNe is PSNe ∼ 1042 ergs/s.
This power provided by Galactic SNe can be compared to the power required to sustain
the GCR flux as in Lingenfelter 2013[18], 2018[19] and 2019[11]. Assuming an average
GCR energy density, w ∼ 10−12 erg/cm3 (Cummings et al. 2016[20]), a Galactic gas mass,
M ∼ 1043 g (10% the mass of the Galaxy), with density, ρ, in a Galactic volume, V , and an
average GCR residence time, τ , for GCR that propagate close to the speed of light, c, the
GCR flux sustaining power is given by:
PGCR ∼ wV/τ ∼ wcM/x ∼ 1041erg/s, (1.1)
where x ∼ ρτc ∼ τcM/V ∼ 5 g/cm2 is the average cosmic-ray path length determined by
measurements of secondary/primary cosmic-ray ratios. We see then that, in order to main-
tain the observed GCR flux, SNe only need a GCR acceleration efficiency η ∼ PGCR/PSNe ∼
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10%, making them a viable candidate. Note that this required SN acceleration efficiency is
dependent on the chosen CR interstellar propagation model. Models with high CR Galactic
escape rates or thick ISM column densities require higher SN acceleration efficiency. In-
deed, SN may not be the only GCR accelerators. For example, γ-ray emission from pulsar
wind nebulae indicate that the relativistic winds of pulsars are also capable of accelerating
particles to high energies (Gallant 2007[21] and references therein).
1.2 GCR Origin and Acceleration
Due to the isotropic arrival of GCR at Earth, individual sources for GCR origins cannot
be determined using trajectory information. As such, the study of the GCRS has been
pursued over the past several decades and still remains an open question in astrophysics.
Measurements of GCR elemental and isotopic abundances are made to understand the GCRS
composition in order to constrain the theories of GCR origin. The current explanation is
that the majority of GCR originate within OB associations, where many young, massive
stars reside, leading to a high rate of SNe that occur in close proximity to one another
(Reeves 1973[22], and later Higdon & Lingenfelter 2005[23] and references therein). These
SNe produce shock waves that sweep up and accelerate to GCR energies the surrounding
ISM along with some massive star material (MSM) produced by stellar winds and previous
SN explosions within the OB association.
1.2.1 Supernova Shock Acceleration
The shock waves produced by SN explosions carry with them magnetic fields that run par-
allel to the shock front. Charged particles that are hit by this shock front are accelerated
over time to GCR energies via diffusive shock acceleration that involves first-order Fermi
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(F1) acceleration in strong shocks (Fermi 1949[24] and Bell 1978[25]). Second-order Fermi
(F2) acceleration may play a role in giving GCR the required energies to enter the F1 ac-
celeration regime (Webb 1983[26]). On either side of the shock front, a charged particle has
a probability of undergoing collisionless reflection with magnetic inhomogeneities carried in
randomly moving plasma clouds. Reflections that carry the particle from the upstream to
the downstream side of the shock front provide a net gain in energy that is proportional
to the relativistic shock speed βs = vs/c. This can be shown by performing a relativistic
boost from the upstream to downstream inertial reference frame. As the energy boost is
∆E ∝ βs, the resulting acceleration is referred to as first-order Fermi (F1) acceleration.
In order to achieve GCR energies, this process must be repeated a number of times. For
this to happen, the shock front must catch up to the particle and overcome it, where it
can again be boosted into the downstream frame. In order for this to occur, however, the
particle must have suprathermal energy so that it can cross the shock front in the opposite
direction and re-enter the upstream frame. The problem is that most ISM that the shock
hits is non-thermal, so injection of particles into the upstream frame of the shock (where it
can begin the F1 acceleration process) is not probable. It is at this stage that second-order
Fermi (F2) acceleration might enter the picture. As previously stated, on either side of the
shock, the particle experiences reflections with randomly moving, magnetic plasma clouds
with relativistic velocities βc = vc/c. If the cloud is moving away from the particle when
the reflection occurs (if the particle must "catch up to" the cloud) the particle sustains an
energy loss. Alternatively, if the cloud and particle are headed toward each other, the par-
ticle sustains an energy boost after the reflection. The probability of "head-on" reflections
outweighs that of "catch-up" reflections, and so the particle’s net energy change due to this
process is positive and ∆E ∝ β2c . Therefore, by F2 acceleration, non-thermal particles that
are "stuck" in the downstream frame can gain sufficient energy to cross the shock into the
upstream frame and begin the F1 acceleration process that, in turn, bring them up to GCR
energies. The effects of F2 on F1 acceleration are explored theoretically in Webb 1982[26].
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In particular, F2 acceleration is more effective for highly turbulent downstream regions and
becomes less important for high energy particle distributions.
1.2.2 Volatility Model
The volatility model of GCR acceleration was proposed by Epstein 1980[27] in which it was
argued that elements likely to form interstellar dust grains (those with condensation tem-
peratures Tc < 1250 K as in Ellison, Drury and Meyer 1997[28]) should be preferentially
accelerated over those that exist primarily as interstellar gasses (Tc > 1250 K). Because it
involves magnetic reflection, diffuse shock acceleration is more efficient for particles with
high rigidity, R = p/q ∝ m/q, where p, m and q are the particles’ momentum, mass and
charge, respectively. The individual atoms in interstellar gasses become stripped of some
atomic electrons via Coulombic interactions during the initial impact with the SN shock en-
vironment. As such, volatile elements gain charge q during acceleration and their rigidities
are determined by their atomic masses R ∝ m/q ∝ A/q. Interstellar dust grains, on the
other hand, are charged by the photoelectric effect caused by ambient UV radiation emit-
ted by fluorescent H2 (Ivlev et al. 2015[29]). This imparts a small, positive surface charge
to dust grains which have masses much greater than those of individual nuclei. For dust
grains, then, m/q >> A/q. The higher mass-to-charge ratio of interstellar dust grains gives
them a higher rigidity than the individual nuclei in interstellar gasses, allowing them to be
accelerated more readily. Once accelerated to suprathermal energies, individual refractory
nuclei sputter off from the dust grain and are able to enter the F1 acceleration phase im-
mediately (Meyer, Drury, Ellison 1997[30]). The process by which volatile elements must
achieve suprathermal energies depends on their individual rigidities (Ellison, Drury, Meyer
1997[28]) and are therefore not so preferentially injected into the shock. Injection into the
GCR accelerator by F2 acceleration is, therefore, rigidity dependent for the volatile elements
while refractory elements are injected preferentially but not in a rigidity dependent way for
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individual nuclei (though they appear to be as in Figure 1.2.
Fig. 1.1: GCRS abundances relative to Lodders 2003[1] solar system abundances. Figure
from Murphy et al. 2016[2]. GCRS abundances from TIGER and HEAO-3-HNE
are included (Rauch 2009[3]).
Indeed, measurements of the GCR relative abundances made by TIGER (Trans-Iron Galac-
tic Element Recorder), analyzed in Rauch et al. 2009[3], and by its followup experiment,
SuperTIGER, analyzed in Murphy et al. 2016[2], show a mass dependence in the enhance-
ment of the GCRS material relative to solar system (SS) material (from Lodders 2003[1]).
Figure 1.1 shows the GCRS/SS abundance ratios of the refractory and volatile elements
reported in Murphy et al. 2016[2] as they depend on atomic mass A. Here, as in Chapter
5, the refractory and volatile elements are designated using the 50% condensation temper-
atures in Lodders 2003[1]. The low-charge abundances from TIGER and the Heavy Nuclei
Experiment (HNE) on the HEAO-3 satellite are included (Rauch 2009[3]). Additionally, the
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refractory elements are shown to be more abundant in the GCRS material, pointing to their
preferential injection into the GCR acceleration mechanism. The separation of the refractory
and volatile elements appears to break down for higher mass nuclei (A >∼ 60).
1.2.3 OB Associations
OB Associations are loosely clustered groups of young, massive, short-lived O and B type
stars. These types of stars are more likely to undergo SN explosions and can develop strong
stellar winds. The combination of these processes leads to the formation of large, rarified gas
cavities (superbubbles) around OB associations. The material left within these superbubbles
is therefore enriched by the heavy products (Z ≥ 30) of SNe and stellar winds, while the
lighter ISM is pushed to the superbubble boundary by the resulting shock waves and radi-
ation. This heavy material is observed in GCR abundance measurements, which suggests
that OB associations are likely candidates for GCR acceleration (Higdon et al. 1998[31]).
A study of the temporal and spatial organization of OB stars within superbubbles led Higdon
and Lingenfelter (2005[23]) to the conclusion that ∼ 85% of core-collapse and ∼ 10% of Type
Ia SNe occur within superbubbles. SNe that occur within the galaxy as a whole are ∼ 85%
core-collapse, which means that ∼ 75% of all Galactic SNe occur within OB associations.
The average time between these SNe is ∼ 3 × 105 years, depending on the OB association
and how many massive stars it contains. 59Ni is a radioactive isotope that decays only by
electron capture to 59Co with a half-life of 7.6× 104 years. Fortunately, 59Ni is also readily
produced by the fast r-process during the core-collapse of SNe and can therefore act as a
clock that constrains the time that GCRS material remains within OB associations before
being accelerated. It is important to note that GCR nuclei are completely stripped of their
atomic electrons by the end of the acceleration process and, therefore, any 59Ni that decays
to 59Co must have done so prior to being accelerated. Results from the satellite experiment,
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ACE/CRIS, found no 59Ni present in the GCR flux at Earth and so all 59Ni present in
the GCRS material must have decayed to 59Co before being accelerated (Wiedenbeck et al.
1999[32]). This result established both (1) that the material produced during a core-collapse
SN is not accelerated by the shock wave produced by the same SN, but instead by a second
one that occurs some time later and (2) that the time between the synthesis and acceleration
of the portion of GCRS material that is produced during core-collapse SNe is constrained
by a lower limit of ∼ 105 years.
A more recent study of the ACE/CRIS data revealed that it has detected ∼ 15 60Fe nuclei
(Binns et al. 2016[33]). 60Fe is produced during the SN of massive stars and decays to
60Co by β− decay with a half-life of 2.6 × 106 years. If 60Fe can be measured at Earth and
SN do not accelerate their own products, this means that a follow-up SN had to occur soon
enough to accelerate the GCRS material before all of the 60Fe decayed away. After correcting
the measured 60Fe abundance for interstellar propagation and comparing to 60Fe production
models, an upper limit for the time between GCRS material production and acceleration
was found to be ∼ 2.5× 106 years. This upper limit, in combination with the lower limit of
∼ 105 years, establishes OB associations, with a mean SN rate of 1 per ∼ 3× 105 years, as
prime candidates for GCR acceleration.
γ-ray observations have also contributed significantly to the case for GCR acceleration by
SNe and GCR origins in OB associations. For example, Satellite experiment Fermi-LAT
(Large Area Telescope) and ground-based array VERITAS (Very Energetic Radiation Imag-
ing Telescope Array System) observed γ-rays from SN remnants that suggest SNe accelerate
hadrons to high energies (Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2013[34] and Humensky for the VERI-
TAS Collaboration 2015[35], respectively). Additionally, H.E.S.S. (High Energy Stereoscopic
System) detected γ-ray emission from the 30 Dor C superbubble in the Large Magellanic
Cloud (H.E.S.S. Collaboration 2015[36]). These and other γ-ray observations of superbub-
bles provide direct evidence for GCR acceleration by SNe within OB associations, but that
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acceleration up to ∼ 1015 eV is difficult to achieve, except, possibly, at the Galactic center.
The most massive, short-lived stars shed their hydrogen-rich stellar envelopes and evolve
into Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, which are characterized by their hot, metal-rich surfaces and
their resulting strong, metal-rich stellar winds. OB stars make good WR star candidates
and so many WR stars are found in OB associations where their strong winds contribute
to the superbubble’s structure and elemental composition. Being massive and short-lived,
WR stars are also SNe precursors. ACE/CRIS observed a 22Ne/20Ne ratio in the GCR
that was enhanced compared to the same ratio measured in the solar wind (Binns et al.
2005[37]). Because SS material is representative of normal ISM, one would expect these
ratios to be similar if GCR were accelerated from locations containing only normal ISM.
Higdon and Lingenfelter (2003[38]) calculated the yields of 22Ne from WR stellar winds and
20Ne from core-collapse SNe by approximating the elemental production mechanisms in these
processes, which would be contributors to OB association composition. They found that the
enhanced ACE/CRIS 22Ne/20Ne ratio could be explained by GCRS material composed of
normal ISM mixed with ∼ 18±5% massive star material (MSM) produced by WR winds and
SNe. Continued observations from ACE/CRIS (Binns et al. 2005[37]) resulted in 22Ne/20Ne,
12C/16O and 58Fe/56Fe ratios enhanced over SS ratios that could be explained by a GCRS
mass fraction mixture of ∼ 20% MSM and ∼ 80% ISM.
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Fig. 1.2: GCRS abundances relative to a mix of 19% massive star material (Woosley and
Heger 2007[4]) and 81% solar system material (Lodders 2003[1]). Figure from
Murphy et al. 2016[2]. GCRS abundances from TIGER and HEAO are included
where they were not replaced by those measured by SuperTIGER.
The TIGER and SuperTIGER analyses strengthened the case that OB associations are a
major GCRS by showing that a source model with a significant MSM component was a good
fit to their GCRS data. While Figure 1.1 shows the GCRS abundances relative to normal
ISM or SS abundances, Figure 1.2 shows the GCRS abundances relative to a mass mixture
representative of that present in OB associations, namely a mass fraction mixture of 19%
MSM and 81% SS as opposed to pure SS material. Plotting the GCRS abundances relative
to this mixture clearly improves the separation between the refractory and volatile elements,
even up to higher A. For both the refractory and volatile elements, the enhancement appears
to follow a mass trend. This mass trend was predicted by theoretical models (Ellison, Drury
and Meyer 1997[28]) for the volatile elements which are injected into SN shocks in a rigidity
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dependent way. The same was not suggested for refractory elements because their preferential
injection within interstellar grains was thought to grant the same preference to each species.
Recent work by Lingenfelter (2019[11]) suggests that the mass dependence of the refractories
comes from the sputtering mechanism that allows the refractory elements to break off from
the suprathermal dust grain and be injected into the SN shock. This sputtering results from
Coulomb interactions between the grain and surrounding H and He and therefore depends
on the charge (Z) of a given refractory element residing on the grain surface. He posits that
the reason GCRS abundance measurements have shown a mass dependence in the refractory
enhancement is that, for Z ≤ 40, A ∼ 2Z and so the dependence should manifest in a
similar way. In this work, we compare with the mass A dependence determined in Murphy
et al. 2016[2] and also with Lingenfelter by plotting relative refractory and volatile elemental
enhancements against atomic charge Z. With superior statistics and charge resolution, the
Murphy et al. 2016[2] SuperTIGER analysis improved upon that of TIGER by extending
the analysis to include all ultra-heavy elements through 40Zr and showed that the refractory
enhancement continued up to Z = 40.
The SuperTIGER analysis was redone for this work and includes additional SuperTIGER
data saved to on-board solid state drives that have been recovered since the last analysis.
We attempt to extend the UHGCR measurements and analysis up to 56Ba. Doing so will
test the theory of refractory element enhancement over the volatile elements. Additionally,
the increased data might improve the quality of the fit to the A or Z dependence of GCR
injection and better constrain the mixing ratio of MSM into ISM material seen in the GCRS.
1.3 Production Models
In order to better understand the GCRS, we make comparisons of measured GCRS abun-
dances to the those of other astrophysical locations. Knowing the elemental and isotopic
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makeup of these locations is therefore necessary. The SS abundances can be determined, as
in Lodders 2003[1], by laboratory measurements of CI chondrite samples and spectroscopic
measurements of the solar photospheric composition. On the other hand, the yields of spe-
cific elemental and isotopic species from SNe and other extreme astrophysical events cannot
be determined by direct measurement. We therefore rely on isotopic production models that
predict the products of these events that contribute to the GCRS abundances. The yields
resulting from the nucleosynthesis models of these different sources vary significantly de-
pending on the astrophysical situation and on the different models that represent them. SNe
have been the dominant candidate responsible for the MSM enrichment in the GCRS abun-
dances. For a SN, the amount of each species ejected depends on the initial mass, explosion
energy, and rotational velocity of the star before it collapses and explodes. More recently,
binary neutron star (BNS) mergers have emerged as a probable source of heavier elements.
Whether or not BNS merger products could be a component of the MSM seen in the GCRS
abundances is an open question that depends on the ability of these events to accelerate
their own products. Their relative infrequency compared to SNe would also be detrimen-
tal towards their possible contribution. For BNS mergers and also neutron star-black hole
(NSBH) mergers, the elements and isotopes produced depend on the initial stars’ electron
fraction as well as the mass of the remnant torus. The different initial conditions give rise to
a wide range of possible abundance profiles. Additionally, various models for these events are
able to nearly reproduce, on their own, the abundances of r-process material measured in the
solar system. In reality, the sum of the contributions from all of these processes determines
the makeup of the ISM and how easily they are accelerated determines whether or not they
these contributions make it into the GCR flux seen at Earth. Measurements of the GCRS
abundances give us an hold on how much of each species is being produced and accelerated
and will allow us to put constraints on these models. The nucleosynthesis of the elements
seen in the MSM enriched GCR as well as some of the astrophysical models that produce




The GCRS elemental and isotopic composition will consist of the nucleosynthesis products
from astrophysical events that contribute to the material present at the sites of GCR acceler-
ation. Fusion burning in stars is unable to consistently produce nuclei heavier than 5628Ni as,
at atomic mass A=56, nuclear fusion switches from exothermic to endothermic. Energy con-
sumption begins as 6030Zn production begins and stellar structure can no longer be supported.
After two beta decays, this 5628Ni produces the large galactic 5626Fe abundance. The produc-
tion of the rare UHGCR (with charge Z ≥ 30) happens via neutron capture (N → N + 1)
and subsequent beta decay (Z,N) → (Z + 1, N − 1). This process (discussed in Clayton
1968[39]) occurs over two time scales defined by the beta-decay lifetimes for given nuclei and
the neutron-capture rates in different environments. For most beta-unstable elements, beta
decay occurs after several hours. In neutron scarce environments, the neutron capture rate
is sufficiently slow that beta decay will almost definitely occur before additional neutrons
are captured. In this case, a given nucleus will gain neutrons occasionally until the resulting
isotope is beta-unstable, at which point the nucleus will beta decay into the next element
with charge Z + 1, where the process repeats again. As such, the charge of this nucleus will
increase gradually, maintaining beta-stability along its path. This heavy element synthe-
sis process, where the neutron-capture rate is slow compared to the beta-decay lifetime, is
called the s-process. Alternatively, during extreme astrophysical events, such as supernovae
or binary neutron star mergers, the neutron flux can be sufficiently high that a given nucleus
experiences many neutron captures over the course of a few seconds, before it has a chance
to beta decay. Through such events, very heavy (and unstable) isotopes are synthesized
for each element. The resulting nucleus then experience a series of beta decays until beta
stability is achieved at a much higher Z. This heavy element synthesis process, defined
by the neutron-capture rate being rapid compared to the beta-decay lifetime, is called the
r-process. While the s-process is capable of producing the heaviest elements up to 82Pb and
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83Bi, the time scales over which this is achieved is quite long, and can be longer than the
lifetime of the massive stars in which this process takes place. Additionally, the s-process
requires the existence of seed nuclei (primarily 5626Fe) for free neutrons to be captured by. The
r-process takes place in extreme environments that create their own seed nuclei and is able
to produce extremely heavy isotopes in seconds that then quickly beta decay to high charge
elements. Both processes produce many of the same elements (with the heavier isotopes
stemming from the r-process), but some are formed more readily through one process over
the other. Relative enhancements of elements in the GCR abundances can point to these
processes and, in particular, the type of astrophysical events that are contributing to the
GCR abundances.
1.3.2 Supernovae
Stars with masses > 8 times that of the Sun (M) undergo gravitational collapse when the
fusion burning in their cores can no longer supply the necessary energy to support the stellar
structure. As stellar material of such a star falls into the core, its density increases until
nuclear density is achieved. The material from the star’s mantle continues to fall, however,
and reaches supersonic speeds before colliding violently with the core, compacting it past
its equilibrium density (Fischer et al. 2010[40]). The "bounce" back from this state results
in an explosive shock wave that travels radially away from the compacted core, or proto-
neutron star (PNS). While this initial shock wave loses energy quickly to the surrounding
stellar envelope, the low density, high entropy region behind the shock is continuously heated
by neutrino emission from the PNS. This produces large amounts of kinetic energy that
"revive" the shock that accelerates neutron-rich outflow away from the PNS surface in what
is known as neutrino-driven wind (Thompson et al. 2001[41]). This outflow collides with the
surrounding layers of the stellar envelope as the shock passes through, stimulating "explosive
nucleosynthesis" and r-process nucleosynthesis. The resulting elemental and isotopic yield is
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a mixture of fusion products from the pre-SN star and those synthesized during the explosion.
Modeling this complicated explosion process and extracting the isotopic yields has been a
multi-decade pursuit. Spherically symmetric 1-dimensional (1D) simulations were followed
by more complicated 2D models and, more recently, 3D models that are extremely computa-
tionally expensive. All attempt to capture the physics of supernova explosions (i.e. explosion
energy, nucleosynthesis processes, fluid dynamics, magneto dynamics, general relativity, neu-
trino physics and a nuclear equation of state) and also must make assumptions about the
initial abundances present in the pre-supernova star. The so-called "mass cut" that deter-
mines how deep in the star the explosion shock originates is a particularly sensitive parameter
as it determines how much of the lowest stellar layer gets accelerated.
Fig. 1.3: SN abundance yields by atomic mass A obtained by 3D SN explosion simulation.
Solar abundances are normalized to agree with the A = 135 peak. The fractional
abundances are produced by models simulating varying magnetic field strengths




Many of these models have succeeded to some degree and it is the general consensus that the
explosion physics (particularly the convection in the neutrino-driven wind and the r-process
it causes) can only be accurately represented in 3D. Few of the more complicated 2D and
3D models, however, venture to produce elemental abundances for elements above the iron-
group. Those that do model the nucleosynthesis of the ultra-heavy elements generally report
abundances of the atomic mass species (Figure 1.3). While the magnetic fields required are
unrealistically large, the yields in Mösta et al. 2018[5] follow the r-process solar abundance
pattern well. Atomic mass abundances show the r-process enrichment in SNe ejecta but, for
the purposes of this thesis analysis of the GCRS data obtained by SuperTIGER (sensitive
only to charge of a cosmic ray and not its mass), SNe elemental yields are needed to make
a direct comparison to the SuperTIGER GCRS elemental abundances. In particular, in
order to be used to test the MSM+SS mixing seen in the SuperTIGER GCRS abundances,
a model must provide the charge of each SNe product. While future 2D and 3D SNe models
will more accurately capture the yields of the ultra-heavy elements, for the present analysis,
we restrict ourselves to models that provide elemental yields up to at least 56Ba.
One model that offers elemental abundance yields up to Z = 84, and has been used in
previous SuperTIGER analyses (Figure 1.2), is the 1D SN explosion production model of
Woosley and Heger 2007[4] (Figure 1.4). The model starts with 32 stars of solar metallicity
and varying masses (between 12-120 M) each with detailed stellar histories and convective
mixing. Rotation was neglected. The explosion is simulated by a "piston" starting at a
specified depth within the star that determines the mass cut. Four explosion models were
simulated for each star where two choices (constrained by observations) of explosion energy
(1.2 and 1.4 ×1051 erg) and piston depth (at the edge of the iron core or where the dimen-
sionless entropy S/NAk = 4.0) were tested. The nucleosynthesis yields for each case were
folded with a Salpeter initial mass function (Salpeter 1955[42]) and integrated to give the
expected elemental abundances produced by SNe events.
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Fig. 1.4: SN elemental production factors relative to solar (Lodders 2003[1]). Figure from
Woosley & Heger 2007[4].
For elements with Z ≤ 40, where the s-process products from the pre-SN star dominate,
calculated elemental production in SNe ranges from ∼ 3 to ∼ 15 times solar abundances.
For Z > 40, SN predicted yields fluctuate around those of solar abundances. An important
exception is 56Ba (∼ 2 times solar), which SuperTIGER has now measured.
1.3.3 Compact Object Mergers
Compact object mergers, such as binary neutron star (NS-NS) mergers or neutron star-black
hole (NS-BH) mergers are also sources of r-process nuclei. During a NS-NS merger, tidal
and viscous forces from the initial violent impact of the stars throws off neutron-rich mass.
For a NS-BH merger, extreme tidal forces on the NS being whipped around the BH throw
off mass in a similar way. Both these systems can settle into remnant BH-torus systems that
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eject mass in winds due to a combination of hydrodynamic and magnetic interactions and
neutrino heating (Just et al. 2015[7]).
On August 17, 2017, the LIGO/Virgo gravitational wave observatory network detected grav-
itational waves from the inspiral and merger of a NS-NS system (LIGO/Virgo Collaborations
2017[43]). The detection was immediately followed by a full electromagnetic spectrum survey
performed by many observatories, several of which detected a kilonova transient that would
have originated from neutron-rich ejecta. Together, the dynamical ejecta thrown off during
the merger event as well as winds blown off by merger remnant accretion disks are expected
to yield kilonovae. While this result shows that NS-NS mergers are a source of r-process
material, their exact contribution to the r-process abundances is still an open question, as is
their possible contribution to GCR.
Some compact object merger models suggest that these events alone can account for the solar
r-process abundances. Just et al. 2015[7] models the evolution of both NS-NS and NS-BH
binary systems to BH-torus systems to a final, lone BH. During each of these transitions, mass
is either absorbed into the final singular object or shed as neutron-rich ejecta. The combined
abundance yields are very consistent with solar abundances, especially for mass species with
A >∼ 140 (Figure 1.5). While the agreement is less pronounced for ∼ 120 < A <∼ 140, and




Fig. 1.5: Mass fraction yields by atomic mass A from NS-NS and NS-BH merger simula-
tions for different resulting BH-torus masses (all normalized to to the same solar
A = 196 abundance). The white circles show solar r-process abundances from
Goriely 1999[6]. Figure from Just et al. 2015[7].
Both core-collapse SN and compact object merger models claim to account for some con-
tribution to the r-process abundances. The GCRS abundances derived in this work, which




The SuperTIGER instrument is optimized to measure the relative abundances of Galactic
cosmic-ray nuclei and has made single element measurements in the charge range 10 ≤ Z ≤
40 (Neon to Zirconium) with good statistics and individual-element charge resolution. In
addition, it is capable of making exploratory measurements up to Z = 60 (Neodymium).
During the 2012-13 Austral summer, SuperTIGER flew from Williams Field Antarctica on
a long duration balloon for 55 days. SuperTIGER is composed of two nearly identical
modules (Figure 2.1). Half of each module resembles its predecessor, the TIGER instrument
(Rauch et al. 2009[3]), making it roughly equivalent to 4 TIGER instruments working
together. This chapter will focus mainly on the design, function and physics of the three main
detector types utilized in the SuperTIGER instrument. Section 2.1 covers the scintillating
fiber hodoscope that determines particle trajectory within the instrument. Sections 2.2 and
2.3 cover the scintillation and Cherenkov light detectors that are both used in charge and
energy determination. Section 2.4 covers Data Storage and Transmission and the updated
2012 SuperTIGER data set. Section 2.5 provides an overview of the 2012 SuperTIGER
flight and performance. An in depth discussion of the failure of the SuperTIGER solid state
drives can be found in Appendix B. The following summary of the SuperTIGER instrument
and its components is meant to give the reader basic knowledge required to understand the
analysis in this work. A more detailed description of the instrument’s flight, fabrication and
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functionality (including the high-voltage system, power system and mechanical structure) is
available in Binns et al. 2014[44] and in the 2015 Ph.D. thesis of Ryan Murphy[14].
Fig. 2.1: Technical model of the SuperTIGER instrument where both modules are attached
to the gondola. Each module operates independently of the other.
The instrument consists of two nearly identical modules, each containing seven stacked de-
tectors (Figure 2.2, Binns et al. 2014[44]). From top to bottom, in each module there is a
plastic scintillation detector (S1) used for charge determination and to trigger coincidence,
a scintillating optical fiber hodoscope plane (H1) that detects the (x, y) position near the
top of the instrument, a silica-aerogel Cherenkov detector (C0) and an acrylic Cherenkov
detector (C1) that are both used for charge and energy determination, a second scintillation
detector (S2) used for charge determination and coincidence, a second hodoscope plane (H2)
that detects the (x, y) position near the bottom of the instrument, and a third scintillation
detector (S3) used mostly to reject particles that interacted in the instrument, but also as a
backup to S2 should it fail during flight. The signals from the S and C detectors are used in
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combination to measure the charge and kinetic energy of cosmic rays that are able to pass
through the entire stack without interacting. The H layer position measurements are used
to determine each cosmic ray’s trajectory through the instrument, allowing angle corrections
and area non-uniformity corrections to be performed.
Fig. 2.2: One module of the SuperTIGER instrument expanded to show each detector.
Signals from the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) in each detector are read out by custom front-
end electronics (FEE) boards. The scintillator FEE boards contain fast-shaping amplifiers
that enable a rough charge estimate used for establishing charge dependent triggers. For
particles that are estimated to have charge Z ≥ 10, the event is recorded in full on solid state
drives (SSDs) that are present on each module and buffered for telemetry in a compressed
format via the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) when possible. Particles
with estimated charge Z ≥ 22 are tagged as "high priority" and are telemetered ahead of
other events when TDRSS bandwidth is available. During the flight, we were able to transmit
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∼ 80% of high-priority events via TDRSS. The 2015 Ph.D. thesis analysis of Murphy was
done using line-of-sight (LOS) and TDRSS data alone. The analysis in this thesis is done
using a merged LOS/TDRSS/SSD data set, as the drives have since been recovered.
2.1 Scintillating Fiber Hodoscope
The scintillating fiber hodoscope consists of two planes that measure the (x, y) positions
of the particle near the top and bottom of the detector stack. From these two positions,
the trajectory of the particle is determined, from which the (x, y) position of an incident
particle in any of the detector planes can be derived. Each plane (Figure 2.3) contains
two perpendicular layers of scintillating fibers. The long-axis layer spans the length of the
module, having an active area of 2.4 m by 1.16 m. The short-axis layer is made up of two
1.16 m by 1.16 m sections that span the width of the module, laid next to each other over
one of the two half-modules. The separation between the short-axis sections creates a ∼ 8
cm gap in the hodoscope plane’s effective area. The top and bottom, long-axis fiber layers
contain ∼ 828 square fibers with (1.14 mm)2 cross sections. The fibers are grouped into 144
"fiber tabs", each containing 6 or 7 fibers. Sets of 12 adjacent tabs are grouped into 1 of
12 "fiber segments". The top and bottom short-axis layer fibers for each half module have
∼ 1160 square fibers with (1 mm)2 cross sections. The short-axis fibers are grouped into




Fig. 2.3: One hodoscope plane with exploded view of two short (y-) axis scintillating fiber
layers laid on top of one long (x-) axis layer.
The hodoscope fibers are drawn from polystyrene plastic with two scintillating dyes mixed
in, butyl-PBD (primary) and dimethyl-POPOP (secondary) at 1% and 0.2% by mass re-
spectively. Cosmic rays that traverse the fiber plane excite the polystyrene molecules in a
fiber. The deposited energy is transferred non-radiatively to the primary dye, which radiates
this energy as ultraviolet (UV) light. This UV radiation is absorbed and re-emitted by the
secondary dye as blue light. The blue light travels down the fiber via total internal reflection
(TIR) where it is detected by PMTs at both ends. The primary and secondary dyes are
chosen such that the distributions of their emission and absorption frequencies overlap for
efficient re-emission into the blue light frequency that the PMT photocathodes are sensi-
tive to. Pre-flight attenuation testing and area non-uniformity mapping were performed to




The PMTs used in the SuperTIGER hodoscope are Hamamatsu model R1924A with 2.54 cm
diameter. The PMTs used for the hodoscope were chosen from those not already selected
for the scintillation detectors, as those were required to have higher gain and green light
sensitivity for accurate charge determination (explained further in Section 2.2). Six sets of
12 PMTs were selected for each hodoscope plane, where each set was grouped so that the
gains of the PMTs within each set were similar. Each set of 12 PMTs is powered by two high
voltage (HV) trim boards and read out by one FEE board. The PMT signals are pulse-height
analyzed in order to differentiate between signals caused by heavy nuclei and those caused
by knock-on electrons that traverse the fibers. Wide-range linear output is not required for
hodoscope trajectory determination, so the PMTs used conventional linear voltage dividers
and were powered at HV from about 650V to 950V depending on individual PMT gain.
The SuperTIGER hodoscope uses a coded readout system originally developed for the
TIGER instrument in order to limit the required number of PMTs and electronics chan-
nels. On one end of a fiber layer, one segment containing 12 tabs is read out by a single
PMT. This is the "coarse" side. On the other end, the "fine" side, each tab in a fiber segment
is routed to 1 of 12 PMTs. Each fine side PMT is dedicated to reading out the same tab
from each segment. In other words, the nth fine-side PMT reads the nth tab from all 12
segments. When a particle passes through the hodoscope, for both the long- and short-axes,
the "coarse" side sees which fiber segment the particle traversed, narrowing down the position
to ∼ 89 mm and ∼ 102 mm for the long- and short- axis fibers, respectively. The "fine" side
sees which tab the particle traversed within this segment, narrowing down the position to
∼ 7.4 mm and ∼ 8.5 mm for the long- and short-axis fibers respectively. In this way, having
12 PMTs on either side of a fiber layer gives 144 unique positions along each axis with a
segmentation of ∼ 8 mm and a root-mean-squared resolution of 8mm/
√
12 = 2.3 mm. A
"good" event is one where a clean signal is received at both a coarse and fine PMT for both
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the long- and short-axes of both the top and bottom hodoscope planes. With these 8 signals,
good events are given a well defined trajectory. Having a good trajectory is mandatory for
making the appropriate areal response and incidence angle corrections to the other detector
signals. Additionally, if two (or more) strong, non-adjacent signals are detected in a single
hodoscope plane, the associated event cannot be assigned a good trajectory. Any events not
having good trajectories are excluded from the analysis.
2.2 Scintillation Detectors
The SuperTIGER scintillation detectors are designed to measure the light yield dL/dx from
cosmic rays that traverse them. The light yield is used to estimate the deposited energy
dE/dx, from which the charge Z of the cosmic-ray particles can be determined. Due to scin-
tillator saturation effects (discussed in depth in Section 3.3.1), the relationship between the
light emitted dL/dx by and charge Z of a cosmic-ray particle that traverses the scinitllation
detector is more complicated than for Cherenkov detectors (Section 2.3). Each scintillator
plane contains two, independent scintillation detector boxes that are mounted side-by-side,
one for each half module. Each box (Figure 2.4) contains a 1.162 m × 1.162 m × 1 cm
ELJEN Technology EJ-208B scintillating plastic sheet. Cosmic-ray particles that traverse
the radiating plastic produce scintillation light that peaks at ∼ 435 nm. This blue light is
emitted isotropically from the path of the cosmic ray, and a fraction of this light reaches the
edges of the radiator via TIR. There are also reflective mylar sheets that lie above and below
the scintillator sheets to reflect photons that escape back into it. The fraction of blue light
that reaches the sheet edges is absorbed by four (one per edge) 1 m long, 1.25 cm2 EJ-280
wavelength shifter (WLS) bars. These bars re-emit at 490 nm (green). A fraction of this
green light is TIR piped to the end of each WLS bar and detected by PMTs mounted to each
end with EJ-500 optical epoxy. Reflective mylar is wrapped around each WLS bar to salvage
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photons that do not undergo TIR. The width of the WLS bars and the aluminum sidewalls
create a ∼ 6.4 cm gap in the active area of each scintillator plane where the half-module
detector boxes connect.
Fig. 2.4: Exploded view of one half-module scintillation detector box.
The scintillator R1924A PMTs were selected based on their high gain and green-light sen-
sitivity. The scintillator PMT selection was prioritized over the hodoscope PMT selection
because position information does not require ideal PMT response while proper charge de-
termination is greatly dependent upon PMT performance. The PMT bases included charge-
sensitive preamplifiers to reduce noise that degrades the instrument’s charge resolution. In
order to improve the linearity of the PMT response over the dynamic range, the bases also
contained tapered voltage dividers. Powered at HVs of 650-800V, this allows the scintillator
PMTs to cover the charge range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 60, accounting for differences in light yield caused
by particle energy, hit position and angle over this range. The PMTs were shielded from the
Earth’s magnetic field with a 0.1 mm µ-metal foil wrapping.
In addition to charge determination, the scintillator signals are used to screen particles
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that suffer charge changing interactions or severe energy loss within the instrument. Each
scintillation detector (S1, S2 and S3) is calibrated to return nearly the same signal for a
particle with a given charge and energy. When the signal from two of the detectors (usually
S1 and S2) differ significantly for the same particle, this particle has either changed charge
within the instrument or slowed down and we remove them from the analysis (Section 3.1.1).
The scintillators are also used for our in-flight event trigger. The event trigger threshold is
set for vertically incident 10Ne particles at the center of the radiator. If the signal is above
threshold for S1 and either S2 or S3, the event is recorded. This is done separately for each
module.
2.3 Cherenkov Detectors
The SuperTIGER Cherenkov detectors measure the light yield dL/dx created by cosmic
rays that traverse the radiator. Unlike the scintillation detectors, Cherenkov detectors do no
suffer from strong saturation effects and their light yield dL/dx is, therefore, more simply
related to the energy lost dE/dx by and, subsequently, the charge Z of incident cosmic-ray
particles. Cherenkov light is emitted by a medium when charged particles travel through
that medium faster than the speed of light in that medium. This light is emitted in a cone,
with the path of the particle at its center. The frequency dependent index of refraction,
n(w), of a material determines the local speed of light v = c/n(w). When this speed is

















where β = v/c is the particle’s relativistic velocity. The light signal measured by the Su-
perTIGER Cherenkov detectors includes the primary Cherenkov emission from sufficiently
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energetic knock-on electrons and a small contribution (<5%) from scintillation light within
the radiating material. For a detector, the integral in Equation 2.1 is bounded by the trans-
mission efficiency of the Cherenkov radiator as well as the frequency dependence of the
Cherenkov detector PMTs. Because the index of refraction of the Cherenkov radiators is
approximately constant over the frequency sensitivity range of the PMTs (n(w) ∼ n), the





where KC is a constant dependent upon the detector. It can be seen that when β = 1/n or
v = c/n, LC = 0. In other words, when the particle speed is less than the medium’s local
speed of light, no Cherenkov light is emitted. When β > 1/n, LC > 0 and Cherenkov light
is emitted. From β we can determine the kinetic energy per nucleon of the particle by Ek =
mnucc
2(γ − 1), where mnuc = 931.482 MeV/c2 is the mass of a nucleon and γ = 1/
√
1− β2
is the Lorentz factor. As β = 1/n defines the Cherenkov turn-on velocity, the index of






Each Cherenkov detector box spans an entire module, but can be split into half-module
sections. The Cherenkov half-modules are not independent (Figure 2.5), unlike those of
the scintillator, and so both half-modules in each Cherenkov detector box share the same
PMTs that are installed inward facing around the entire perimeter. The light emitted by
the radiator is diffusively collected within the detector box by the radiator’s roughed surface
and by the box’s highly reflective white lining. After a number of reflections, photons are
detected by the PMTs mounted around the box perimeter. The two Cherenkov detectors
in the instrument stack contain radiators of different refractive index. The top Cherenkov
radiator (C0) contains eight 55 cm × 55 cm × 3 cm aerogel blocks per module having
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refractive indices of 1.043 in three half-modules and 1.025 in one half-module. From the above
equation for the Cherenkov turn-on energy threshold, these refractive indices correspond to
2.3 and 3.3 GeV/nuc respectively. The bottom Cherenkov radiator (C1) contains two 116
cm × 116 cm × 1.27 cm acrylic sheets with bis-MSB wavelength shifter added at 25 mg/liter
concentration. Each sheet has a refractive index of 1.49, corresponding to a turn-on energy
threshold of 320 MeV/nuc. The wavelength shifting dye serves a dual purpose, as it absorbs
and isotropically re-emits some of the Cherenkov light. The first is that it aids in giving
a radiator response that is more angle independent due to the isotropic nature of the re-
emission. The second is an improvement in the PMT collection efficiency as the re-emission
shifts the peak wavelength distribution of the Cherenkov light out of the ultraviolet range
and into the visible range which the PMTs are sensitive to.
Fig. 2.5: One module Cherenkov detector box (one half-module expanded for clarity).
The conical emission of Cherenkov light can introduce an asymmetric detector response. As
the opening angle φ of the Cherenkov cone is energy dependent and described by cosφ =
1/nβ, this beaming would introduce an additional angle and energy dependence of the
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Cherenkov detector signals. The light emitted due to particles with angled trajectories
would be detected preferentially by the PMTs on the side of the detector box that the par-
ticle is angled toward. Additionally, the energy dependent opening angle of the Cherenkov
cone would cause different particles with the same incident angle to emit light at different
angles depending on the energy. While multiplying the signal by cos θ removes the angle de-
pendence of signals caused by the path-length difference for angled particles, this correction
does not account for the beamed nature of Cherenkov radiation. To mitigate this effect, the
top of each C1 detector is blasted with sodium bicarbinate powder to rough the surface and
prevent TIR at this surface. Instead, light that bounces from the bottom of the detector
box and reaches the top surface of the radiators gets diffused, giving a greater chance for
all of the PMTs to detect this light. The bottom of each radiator was not sand-blasted, as
roughing the top was thought to diffuse the light sufficiently. In fact, both sides should have
been roughed, as one instance of TIR at the bottom surface of the radiator would poten-
tially allow photons for very high angled particles to be closer to one side of the detector box
without being diffused. More importantly, for high energy particles traversing the n = 1.49
Cherenkov radiator with β ≈ 1, φ ≈ 48◦, meaning that a portion of this light will undergo
TIR at the bottom surface while the rest does not. Failing to rough the bottom surface may
have introduced some angle and energy dependent effects which are hard to account for.
The C0 detectors did not need this treatment, as aerogel block fabrication does not produce
smooth surfaces the way acrylic sheet production does.
Each detector box is lined with 0.25 mm thick, GORETM DRP light-reflective material to
prevent photons emitted by the radiators from being absorbed by the box and to further
diffuse them. These photons undergo a number of reflections within the box before being
detected by the 42 12.7 cm Hamamatsu R877-100 PMTs, which are µ-metal shielded and
mounted with equal spacing around the box’s outer perimeter. These PMTs have "Super-
Bialkali" photocathodes with high quantum efficiency. The bases of these PMTs used even
more severely tapered voltage dividers than the scintillator PMTs. Each Cherenkov PMT
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was read out through two 16-bit ADCs (analog to digital converters), one with a high-gain
amplifier and the other with a low-gain amplifier, resulting in a gain difference factor of
∼ 8 between the channels. When the high-gain channel was saturated for high-angle, high-
charge events, the low-gain could be used for charge determination. With flight HVs ranging
from 950 V to 1200 V, the signal linearity (to within 2%) provided by the tapered voltage
dividers gives the SuperTIGER Cherenkov detectors the dynamic range to measure charges
10 ≤ Z ≤ 60. The high-gain channel alone covered most of this range and so the low-gain
channel was seldom used1.
2.4 Data Storage and Transmission
Each SuperTIGER module (M1 and M2) was controlled by its own CPU (central process-
ing unit). Each CPU had Intel 320 series solid state disk (SSD) root and data drives.
The data from both modules were passed through a multiplexer on the M1 module to the
CSBF (Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility) support instrument package (SIP) for teleme-
try. Telemetry was done mostly through the TDRSS high-gain antenna, which can achieve
transmission rates up to 90 kbps during optimum satellite viewing conditions. Other teleme-
try options available throughout the flight included a TDRSS omnidirectional antenna (5
kbps) and an iridium antenna. When the balloon was in line of sight (LOS) range of the
Long Duration Balloon (LDB) site at McMurdo, an S-band transmitter on both modules
enabled LOS communication with data rates up to 150 kbps each, allowing us to telemeter
all of our data.
For the two modules combined, the average event rate during flight was ∼ 30 events/second.
1 It is now an open question whether this low-gain channel has been properly tuned in the data pre-
processing to give continuous charge determination when switching between the high- and low-gain channels.
As it was not needed for the past analysis, which extended to charge Z = 40, the alignment of these channels
was not a priority. In the current analysis, that extends to charge Z = 56, a the charge assignment results
in an apparent deficit of Z = 48 (end of Section 3.4.2) that could be the result of such a misalignment. The
study of this effect has been left as future work.
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The SuperTIGER flight software saved the data for all events on the SSDs, but sent com-
pressed events for telemetry. Each telemetered event was 398 bytes and included: the five
brightest hodoscope PMTs per side with 12-bit resolution out of 14 available bits (the re-
maining 2 bits specified the PMT channel number), all Cherenkov PMT signals (with 1 of
16 bits used to specify if the signal came through the high or low gain channel) and all
scintillator PMT signals (with 16 bit resolution). Housekeeping events were telemetered ev-
ery 4 minutes and included information on HV values, data rates and temperatures. These
housekeeping events were used in tuning instrument performance and as guidelines on when
and how to adjust flight voltages if the supplies were unhealthy. After about 10 days of
flight, all four SSDs could no longer be written to. This did not severely impact our science
goals, as we were able to receive the majority of the data relevant to our primary science
goal via telemetry (described in the following sub section). The details of the SSD writing
failure are described in Appendix B.
2.4.1 Telemetry Priority Scheme
SuperTIGER’s primary science goal was to measure the relative abundances of GCR nuclei
with charge 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40. These elements make up a minute fraction of the ∼ 1% of GCR
nuclei that are heavier than Helium. In order to ensure that the events being telemetered to
the ground are contributing to SuperTIGER’s science, a high-priority trigger was employed
to differentiate between the relatively few high charge particles and the vast majority of
particles having low charge. Upon detection, a high-priority tag is assigned to any event
with detector signals that exceeded that expected of vertically incident particles of charge
Z ≈ 22. A priority threshold was set for each scintillation detector and for the acrylic (C1)
Cherenkov detector. These priority thresholds were set individually by commands during
flight. If the signal for a given event exceeded the high-priority threshold in both the top
scintillator (S1) and one other detector, this event was categorized as a high-priority event.
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Every 100th event was also classified as high-priority independent of what signal it yielded.
Telemetry priority was designated by the following hierarchy: first, "reply" events including
command confirmation or error messages were sent; second, housekeeping events were sent
(sensors housekeeping, scalers housekeeping, and miscellaneous housekeeping in that order);
third, pedestal calibration events were sent; fourth, high-priority data events were sent;
finally, if no other events were queued for telemetry, low-priority data events were sent.
Housekeeping and pedestal calibration events were sent only once every 10 minutes so, even
though they had priority over data events, they did not significantly inhibit data collection.
All the data from each module, high- and low-priority, was to be saved to the data SSD for
that module.
2.4.2 Combined SuperTIGER Data Set
The analysis in Murphy 2015[14] and Murphy et al. 2016[2] was done using only LOS and
TDRSS data from the 2012 SuperTIGER flight. After the 2015 SuperTIGER recovery effort
(discussed briefly in the next section and in depth in Murphy 2015[14]), the data SSDs along
with the entire instrument were recovered and refurbished. 10.6 days of data were extracted
and combined with the existing 2012 SuperTIGER data set by Makoto Sasaki at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center.
During the first 10.6 days (before the data writing failure discussed in Appendix B), all GCR
events, including high- and low-priority events, were saved to the data SSDs. During this
time, in addition to the remainder of the flight, high-priority events were also telemetered to
ground. Both high- and low-priority events were also transmitted during the first window
of LOS immediately after launch. This means that any 1st window LOS events and high-
priority telemetry events that were both saved to the SSDs and transmitted to ground would
be considered duplicates in the combined LOS/TDRSS/SSD data set. To avoid double
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counting of events, the event time, event number and module number were checked for each
event in the LOS/TDRSS and SSD data sets. If for any two events these values matched,
only one was included in the final combined LOS/TDRSS/SSD data set. The following table





SSD all 6614337 14384139
SSD new 999199 5958020
Tab. 2.1: Breakdown of SuperTIGER event data by save route. The LOS and TDRSS data
were included in the Murphy et al. 2016[2] analysis. The SSD data are newly
added and contain duplicates already present in the LOS/TDRSS data set. "ALL"
represents the entire combined LOS/TDRSS/SSD data set after duplicates are
removed. "SSD all" represents all data saved to the SSD drive for each module.
"SSD new" represents all non-duplicate events for each module.
As shown in the above table, the previous LOS/TDRSS data set makes up 91.8% of the new
combined LOS/TDRSS/SSD data set. It should be expected then that the particle count
for each element reported by Murphy et al. 2016[2] is ∼ 90% that which is measured in this
analysis (Section 3.4.2).
2.5 SuperTIGER Flight and Recovery
SuperTIGER was declared flight ready December 2, 2012 UTC after final preparations were
completed at the Long Duration Balloon Facility at Williams Field Antartica (approximately
10 km fromMcMurdo Station). After∼ 6 days of unsuitable weather, SuperTIGER launched
on December 8, 2012 at 20:45 UTC. Flying on a NASA 39.57 million ft3 Long-Duration
Balloon (LDB), SuperTIGER circumnavigated the South Pole 2.7 times (Figure 2.6) over
the course of 55 days, 1 hour and 34 minutes.
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Fig. 2.6: The SuperTIGER flight path.
The circumpolar vortex that emerges around the South Pole during Austral summertime is
responsible for the counter-clockwise path seen in Figure 2.6. As the balloon goes where
the wind takes it, it is mandatory that this vortex be in place before the launch of any
Antarctic LDB payload. Otherwise, the payload could potentially drift off continent and
be unrecoverable. The health of the vortex also determines the length of a LDB flight. If
there are signs that the vortex is shutting down, it is generally recommended that the flight
be terminated above the next convenient recovery location. The vortex present during the
2012 SuperTIGER flight provided an excellent flight that was terminated near the end of
the recommended operation lifetime of the termination system batteries (∼ 55 days).
Once at float, the altitude of the instrument ranged from 36.6 km to 39.6 km (Figure 2.7,
120000 ft to 13000 ft) with an average atmospheric overburden of 4.4 g/cm2.
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Fig. 2.7: SuperTIGER altitude over the duration of the balloon flight, ranging from 36.6
km to 39.6 km.
While the sun never sets during the Antarctic summer, the periodic variation of its position
in the sky causes the balloon altitude to vary. When the sun is at a higher angle, more of the
light that reflects off of the Antarctic ice is incident on the balloon, thermally expanding it
and giving it a boost in altitude. As the sun drops toward the horizon, less light is reflected
toward the balloon and the balloon altitude takes a dip. When the sun is near the horizon,
there is also more atmosphere between it and the balloon, which absorbs and scatters the
light, decreasing the amount of direct illumination the balloon receives. Similarly, while
the payload is above clouds or water (when passing over the Weddell Sea for example), the
average altitude drops because less light is reflected off the water to heat the balloon.
The flight was terminated on February 1, 2013 at 20:17 UTC, and SuperTIGER landed at
82.24◦S 81.91◦W (approximately 1625 km from McMurdo base). As SuperTIGER flew so
late into the Antarctic flight season and landed in a location requiring extensive aircraft




The first recovery attempt in January 2014 was unsuccessful due to limited aircraft availabil-
ity caused by the 2013 US Federal Government Shutdown and warm weather in Antarctica.
The SuperTIGER recovery team was able to get a single flight to the payload during which
the terrain was determined to be too dangerous to land on. A low-altitude overflight of
the payload revealed that the instrument had settled in the ice upside-down. Additional
planning was required, so the recovery was delayed another year.
SuperTIGER was recovered successfully during the 2014-15 Austral summer. After two years
on the ice, SuperTIGER had been almost entirely buried in snow and needed to be excavated
and disassembled before it could be loaded onto the recovery aircraft. With the help of the
landing-site groom team that prepared the runway needed to land a Basler aircraft needed
for recovery, the excavation effort was performed over the course of one month almost entirely
by Thomas Hams of Goddard Space Flight Center, who was the only science member on
the initial recovery team that camped at the SuperTIGER landing site. When the rest of
the recovery team arrived, the instrument was loaded onto the recovery aircraft in under 5
hours. It was flown to the South Pole and then back to McMurdo station on an LC-130,
where it was loaded onto the vessel that made its way back to continental United States.
A more in-depth report of the flight and recovery efforts can be found in Murphy 2015[14].
Flight Performance
Over the course of its flight, SuperTIGER performed excellently, measuring over 67 million
cosmic-ray nuclei. The flight was monitored by teams at NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC), Washington University in St. Louis (WUSTL), the California Institute
of Technology (Caltech), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and McMurdo station, and,
toward the end of the flight, by Makoto Sasaki in Japan and Brian Rauch at CERN. Software
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that generated housekeeping data plots, PMT signal histograms and signal scatter plots
was used to determine necessary voltage and threshold changes to tune the instrument
after it reached float altitude. Once the instrument was sufficiently tuned, the health of
the instrument was monitored continuously by a webpage interface populated by similar
software. The methods used in the monitoring software formed the basis for the instrument




SuperTIGER is designed to measure GCR events with excellent charge resolution over a
broad range of the GCR energy spectrum. This is made possible by employing two comple-
mentary charge assignment techniques, one that resolves charges well for lower GCR energies
and another that does for the higher GCR energies. These charge assignment methods are
both optimized to analyze the extremely rare ultra-heavy GCR (Z ≥ 30) whose abundances
are the focus of this work. The signals from each detector layer used for charge determina-
tion in this analysis (S1, S2, S3, C0 and C1), represent the angle and area corrected sum
of the pedestal subtracted, position and gain corrected PMT signals in each detector layer.
Each detector signal for a given event is then nearly equal to the total number of photo-
electrons emitted by the charged particle when it passed through each detector. The charge
dependence of the signals from the scinitllation light detectors is roughly S ∼ Z1.7 (due to
saturation effects described in Section 3.3.1) and, from the Cherenkov light detectors, it is
roughly C ∼ Z2.
When GCR events have energies in the instrument greater than the Cherenkov threshold
of our C0 detector (2.35 GeV/nucleon for three half modules and 3.31 GeV/nucleon for
the fourth) we are able to use our "Above-C0" charge assignment method that utilizes the
signals from both the C0 and C1 detectors. If the GCR energy is below the C0 threshold but
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above the C1 threshold we use our "Below-C0" charge assignment method, which uses the
signals from two of three of our scintillation detectors (S1, S2 or S3) in combination with the
C1 signal. For both the Above- and Below-C0 methods, cross plots of the aforementioned
signals are created, revealing well resolved charge bands that can be analyzed (Figure 3.1).
A cut that approximates the C0 turn-on threshold is made on the C1 vs. C0 cross plot that
separates the entire SuperTIGER data set into two subsets that are each compatible with
one of these two methods. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 where the lower left plot (S1
vs. C1) shows only data to the left of the blue line drawn on the lower right plot (C1 vs.
C0). The lower left plot includes only the particles with energies below the C0 Cherenkov
threshold and so the Below-C0 method is used on this data. The Above-C0 method, then,
is used on the particles to the right of the blue line drawn in the lower right plot that have
energies above the C0 Cherenkov threshold.
The analysis was done using the C++ data analysis library, ROOT and a custom ROOT
library "stlib" developed and maintained by Makoto Sasaki of NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC). stlib is based on the code library used for the data analysis of the Balloon-
Borne Experiment with a Superconducting Spectrometer (BESS).
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Fig. 3.1: Top two panels: The same, single day’s data plotted in S1 vs. C1 space (left)
and C1 vs. C0 space (right). Note that the right edge of the S1 vs. C1 charge
bands is poorly resolved while the left edge of the C1 vs. C0 charge bands is poorly
resolved. Bottom two panels: An "Above-C0 cut" (blue) is made in C1 vs. C0
space that excludes all of the events on the right of the cut from the S1 vs. C1
cross plot, where they are poorly resolved. All of the poorly resolved events on the
left side of the Above-C0 cut in C1 vs. C0 space can be seen remaining in the S1
vs. C1 cross plot with excellent resolution. What remains in the S1 vs. C1 cross
plot after the cut is analyzed with the Below-C0 method, while all the events to




Two types of programs were used to perform the analysis. Selector programs, which contain
selection criteria and calculations that are then referenced and applied to every particle in
the ST data set by one of Sasaki’s programs, dstsel.C. These programs create ".root" files
that contain histogram objects filled during the run time of the selector file. Secondary
programs referenced these .root files and analyzed the histograms they contained. These
secondary programs were used to plot cut functions and perform fitting that was then used
in the following selector program iteration. In general, selector programs applied to the data
the cuts and fits that the secondary programs determined, creating new histograms in a
.root file to be reanalyzed by secondary programs. This iteration process continued until the
desired charge histograms were achieved.
This chapter covers the Above- and Below-C0 charge assignment methods, the combined
result of these methods, and the final instrument level elemental abundances determined
by SuperTIGER. A comparison of the results achieved using the LOS/TDRSS data set
previously analyzed by Murphy and the merged LOS/TDRSS/SSD data set later updated
by Sasaki will also be made.
3.1 Data Selection and Binning
In order to achieve excellent charge resolution, it is necessary to make selections on the data
collected by SuperTIGER. These selections must be optimized to cut events that would
otherwise contaminate a charge histogram and lower the resolution while allowing events
that add to its statistics beneficially.
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3.1.1 S2 vs. S1 Consistency
One such selection makes use of SuperTIGER’s first two scintillation detectors (S1 and S2).
S1 and S2 are nearly identical detectors that are calibrated to give nearly the same corrected
signals when a particle passes through them. Most particles will coalesce into charge clumps
that land on a line of slope=1 and y-intercept=0 in S2 vs. S1 space (Figure 3.2). If the
signal in S2 is significantly different from that of S1 then the charge assigned by these two
detectors will be significantly different for the same particle. Including this particle would
be detrimental to the resolution of the charge measurement.
Fig. 3.2: S2 vs. S1 Consistency cross plot. Only events between the red lines were included
in the analysis. The cut lines diverge in order to include more high-charge events
where statistics are limited.
One source of S signal inconsistency is the result of particles that slow down significantly as
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they traverse the instrument without interacting. For a given charged particle, the energy
deposited as it traverses a scintillating material is higher when the particle has low energy
and lower if the particle has higher energy, provided it is still below the minimum ionization
energy. Particles that slowed down significantly between S1 and S2 will show a much larger
signal in the S2 detector than in S1. These particles are removed from the analysis by a cut
that lies above the S2 vs. S1 central distribution (Top line in Figure 3.2). Particles above
this line are excluded.
A second source of signal inconsistency comes from particles that enter the instrument, pass
through some distance, and undergo a charge-changing, nuclear fragmentation interaction
within the instrument material. These interacted particles then traverse the remainder of the
instrument as the products of the interaction. Such events will give a smaller signal in the
lower detector layers than they did in the upper detector layers. This is the case because, in
the upper detector layer, the energy deposited is proportional to the un-interacted particle’s
charge squared whereas, in the lower detector layer, the sum of the charges of the interacted
products is the same as the charge of their parent particle but the total energy they deposit
is proportional to the sum of the squared charges of each individual product. The sum of the
squares of the products is always less than the square of the parent particle, resulting in a
lower signal in the lower detector for the same kinetic energy per nucleon. These particles are
removed from the analysis by a cut lying below the S2 vs. S1 central distribution (Bottom
line in Figure 3.2). Particles below this line are excluded.
Consistency between the S1 and S2 layers is a valuable requirement for both the Above- and
Below-C0 charge assignment methods. If the S1 and S2 signals are consistent, this means
that over the entire path between S1 and S2, the particle lost minimal energy and did not
interact. The C0 and C1 detectors lie between S1 and S2, so the particle passed through
these detectors as well without suffering an interaction or severe energy loss. The Above-C0
method uses the C0 and C1 signals in combination, and the Below-C0 method uses both
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the S1 and S2 signals in combination with the C1 signal. For charges Z > 40, the S2 vs.
S1 consistency cuts are removed to allow the analysis of all events in this region, which
has extremely low event count. In section 3.3.5, we discuss a less restrictive residual charge
consistency cut that is applied to the Z > 40 region.
3.1.2 Chi Squared Cuts
While it is desirable for signals to be consistent between detectors, it is equally desirable
that signals within the detector are self-consistent. Within each detector, the PMT signals
are compared to each other using a χ2 test. The test is done for the S1, S2, C0 and C1 PMT
signals in the Above-C0 method and for the S1, S2 and C1 PMT signals in the Below-C0
method. The χ2 value for an event is calculated by Makoto Sasaki of GSFC during the data





(Zi − Zest)2/σ2i . (3.1)




i(1/σ2i ) is the
charge estimate averaged over all PMTs in the detector box and σi = σi_const × Z1/αi , where
σi_const is a hit position dependent charge correction factor for the ith PMT and α = 1.7
or 2.0 for scintillation or Cherenkov light detectors respectively. The more the individual
corrected PMT signals for a given event disagree, the higher the χ2 value for that event will
be. We excluded events from the Above- and Below-C0 methods with the χ2 test separately.
When the χ2 value for an event was spuriously high in a detector that was used in either
the Above- or Below-C0 methods, the event was excluded for that method. The χ2 cut is
shown for the Module 1 S1 detector in Figure 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3: χ2 values calculated for the S1 signals recorded by Module 1. The χ2 cut is drawn
to exclude all events with high variance in the S1 PMT signals. All particles to
the right of the cut line are excluded.
3.1.3 Angle Correction and Binning
The pre-processing of the SuperTIGER data included an angle correction to the signal of
each detector. The amount of light emitted by a radiating material is dependent upon the
distance a charged particle travels within it. Particles that traverse the instrument at large
angles θ relative to the vertical cover more distance in each detector than those that enter
the instrument vertically (θ = 0), and therefore they yield a larger signal even when they
have the same charge and energy. As the angle with respect to the vertical increases, the
signal increases, to first order, as sec θ. To correct for this effect, all signals are multiplied
by cos θ.
All events with calculated angles greater than 60 degrees were excluded from the analysis.
This choice was made because the high-Z statistics run out very quickly for high incidence
angles, as they interact so readily. Having low statistics in wide-angle bins made the analysis
technique discussed in Section 3.3.2 unreliable. Excluding these difficult events results in a
negligible decrease in high-Z statistics.
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All events with angles 0 ≤ θ ≤ 60 were included in the analysis for both the Above- and
Below-C0 methods. Even though an angle correction is already applied, it is necessary to
perform the analysis for both methods in an angle dependent fashion. Doing the analysis
separately in angle bins that each contain a small range of angles ensures that it is optimized
for particles with a given range. Doing this over many bins and recombining the data
afterward yields a better result than attempting to optimize the analysis for the entire
0 ≤ θ ≤ 60 angle range at once. In this way any other angle-dependent effects that remain
after the initial correction are mitigated. The Above- and Below-C0 data sets were binned
separately. For both methods, the angle bin boundaries were determined to maintain an equal
number iron particles in each bin. Keeping consistent iron statistics in each bin is valuable
because the final relative element abundances are determined relative to iron. Keeping equal
iron statistics in all bins ensures that our analysis of iron is done consistently throughout
the entire angle range.
To achieve this, the data were first separated into equal total particle statistics bins. In these
bins the iron band for both the Above- and Below-C0 data sets were fit with second order
polynomial functions. Two additional lines that formed the boundary of the iron band in
each bin were drawn by adding and subtracting a small amount from the fits’ y-intercept
values. We could then use these band boundary lines to select and list the iron events over
all angles. This list was then sorted by angle and then the angle values that separated the
iron events equally were found and used to redefine the angle bin boundaries. In this way,
the data for both Above- and Below-C0 data sets were each split into 30 angle bins with
equal iron statistics (Figure 3.4).
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(a) Above-C0 (b) Below-C0
Fig. 3.4: Iron events in the Above- (left) and Below-C0 (right) data sets. Angle bin bound-
aries define 30 bins containing equal iron statistics. Events with angle greater than
60 degrees are excluded in both cases.
3.2 Above-C0 Method
For cosmic-ray events with energies greater than the turn-on threshold of SuperTIGER’s
aerogel Cherenkov (C0) detector, the Above-C0 method for charge assignment is used. As
shown previously (Figure 3.1), the Above-C0 method analyzes the well resolved charge events
to the right of the cut in C1 vs. C0 space. Because one half-module of C0 has a radiator of
different refractive index (n0 = 1.025 as opposed to n0 = 1.043), the analysis for this half-
module must be done separately. Using the particle trajectories determined by the hodoscope
and the known vertical distances of the C0 radiators from the hodoscope, the location that
the particle passed through the C0 radiator can be determined. The Above-C0 data subset





The single cut drawn in Figure 3.1 for the total Above-C0 data set is not optimal because it
does not differentiate between the two different C0 indices. A redefinition of our Above-C0
cut is required. The defining difference between the Above-C0 half-module data subsets is
that for one of them, the C0 turn-on threshold energy is higher. Particles that have just
enough energy to turn on the n0 = 1.025 C0 half-module are higher energy than those that
have just enough energy to turn on the n1 = 1.043 C0 half-modules. These higher energy
particles that turn on the lower-index half-module will cause more knock-on electrons and
yield more scintillation light in the C0 detector than the lower-energy particles that turn on
the higher-index half-module. This effect creates an extended poorly resolved region near
the turn-on threshold of the n0 = 1.025 C0 half-module relative to that of the n0 = 1.043 C0
half-modules, necessitating an Above-C0 cut that is shifted to the right for this half-module.
Figure 3.5 depicts the C1 vs. C0 cross plots of each half-module, and in order to avoid
including the unresolved events in the Above-C0 data set for this half-module, the Above-C0
cut for the low index half-module is shifted to the right. A more detailed description of the
SuperTIGER Cherenkov spectrum is included in the Labrador 2017 ICRC Proceedings[45].
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Fig. 3.5: Above-C0 cuts for each half-module. Note that for the n=1.025 half-module (bot-
tom right) the cut is shifted to the right in C0 space to avoid the unresolved region
below the C0 threshold. The same cuts were satisfactory for all angle bins.
3.2.2 Charge Band Characteristics
In the C1 vs. C0 cross plots shown in Figure 3.5, charge bands form that appear to follow
regularly spaced straight lines. In fact, it can be shown that given two, pure Cherenkov
signals for a series of particles, these particles should land on a family of parallel lines. We








where KC is a constant determined by the properties of the radiating material, Z is the
charge of the incident particle, n is the index of refraction of the radiating material and β is
the relativistic velocity v/c of the particle. Below the Cherenkov threshold, when β = 1/n
(when the speed of the particle is equal to the local speed of light in the radiator v = c/n),
the light emitted is zero. The SuperTIGER Cherenkov boxes do not collect Cherenkov light
with perfect efficiency, but this collection efficiency is not charge dependent. This means the
sum of the corrected signals (C0 or C1) read out by the Cherenkov box PMTs is equal to the
total Cherenkov light emitted times some scaling factor. This factor is absorbed into the K
constant, relating the light emitted, LC , to our Cherenkov signals C0 and C1. Suppose we










At energies above the C0 threshold (2.5 or 3.3 GeV/nucleon) the energy that the particle
loses between the two Cherenkov detectors (that are immediately next to each other in the
detector stack) is negligible, so β can be assumed to be the same in both signal equations.
For particles that do not interact, Z is also the same and so we can combine these equations









According to this equation, plotting a distribution of events with good C0 and C1 signals













These bands are parallel and have separation dependent on charge (∝ Z2). If we can deter-
mine the shape of one band we can calculate the charge of any detected particle given its
C0 and C1 signals. To do this we must scale our corrected signal space to the band that we
will use to represent the others. We would like to choose a band that has plentiful statistics
but is also higher up in charge so that the extrapolation of the band shape to the very high
charges that we are interested in is as good as possible. The iron band in our distribution is




C0/26 points to create a space
that is scaled to Z = 26. The square root of each signal is used because the Cherenkov light
collected is proportional to Z2 and so the square root of the signal is proportional to the
charge. The iron band is then isolated and separated into 50
√
C0/26 bins that span the
region between the Above-C0 cut and the end of the Fe band. Each bin is projected onto
the
√
C1/26 axis and the resulting peak is fit with a Gaussian function to find the mean
√
C1/26 value in each bin. The average
√









Fig. 3.6: Above-C0 Fe band fits for each half-module. Note that the n=1.025 half-module
(bottom right) has band structure that is more flat. A quadratic fit was done for
each half-module within every angle bin.
This is done for each half-module within every angle bin. Note that the lower C0 index
half-module has a flatter band structure than the other half-modules. This is due to the
fact that the particles that turn on this C0 detector half-module must have velocities of at
least β=1/1.025 as opposed to β=1/1.043 in the other half-modules. The range of velocities
between β=1/1.025 and β=1 is smaller than between β=1/1.043 and β=1 and so, for a given
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charge, the range of C1(β) values that be achieved in the first case is smaller than the later,
giving a flatter spectrum over the signal space of the C0 detector.
Earlier in this section we showed that the charge bands in C1 vs. C0 space should land on
a family of parallel lines. The iron band in normalized space, however, is better fit by a
quadratic. This is because the signal from our detectors is not pure Cherenkov, but it also
includes a small amount of light from knock-on electrons and scintillation from the white,
Gortex lining inside the Cherenkov box. The effect of these contributions increases with
energy, causing the charge bands to curve upwards with increasing C0 signal.
3.2.3 Above-C0 Charge Histograms
Once the normalized iron band fitting is complete for each half-module over all angle bins,
the parameters of the second order polynomials are saved and read in by the Above-C0
charge assignment selector program. For every event in the Above-C0 data set, the angle
bins are cycled through to determine which bin the event falls in. The parameters saved for
that angle bin are used to determine the charge of the particle. Because the fits to the iron
band are charge independent (done in a parameter space normalized to iron), the second











where A1, A2 and A3 are the parameters of the second order polynomial fit to the iron band
in the current angle bin, which becomes:























C1, and a3 = A3C0. (3.11)
Using Equation 3.10, the second order polynomial parameters and the signals from the
C0 and C1 detectors are used to calculate the charge of an event in a given angle bin.
Doing this for every Above-C0 event yields the Above-C0 charge histograms in Figures 3.7
(10 ≤ Z ≤ 30), 3.8 (30 ≤ Z ≤ 40) and 3.9 (40 ≤ Z ≤ 60). The charge peaks up to Z = 32
fall quite nicely on their integer values. For Z > 32 a shift of the peaks to the right of
their respective integers can be seen. This shift starts gradually for Z = 33 and increases
with charge. At Z = 50 the shift is clearly visable. The source of this shift may come from
higher-order corrections to the Cherenkov light yield that we do not consider in this analysis.
Ahlen 1980[46] explains that the QED derivation of Cherenkov radiation caused by heavy
charged particles indicates that there are possible higher-order Feynman diagrams describing
the Cherenkov radiation interaction. The next higher-order diagram would introduce a Z4
term that could account for this shift. Instead of including such a term in the analysis, we
perform a correction that inverts the shift. This correction is discussed in Section 3.4.1.
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Fig. 3.7: Above-C0 charge histogram for the range 14 ≤ Z ≤ 30. 0.1 charge unit binning
with event counts plotted on log scale. Peaks for Z = 27 and Z = 29 are visible.
Fig. 3.8: Above-C0 charge histogram for the range 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40. 0.1 charge unit bin-
ning with event counts plotted on log scale. Individual element peak resolution is
observed in this range.
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Fig. 3.9: Above-C0 charge histogram for the range 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60. 0.2 charge unit binning.
The statistics above Z = 40 are low but a few element peaks (namely Z = 50) are
clear. Note that the y-axis scale is linear for this low-statistics region.
3.3 Below-C0 Method
For cosmic-ray events with energies less than the turn-on threshold of SuperTIGER’s aerogel
Cherenkov (C0) detectors, the Below-C0 method for charge assignment is used. As shown
before (Figure 3.1), the Below-C0 method analyzes the unresolved charge events to the left
of the cut in C1 vs. C0 space. The events to the left of this cut are in fact well resolved in
the S1 vs. C1 and S2 vs. C1 spaces used in the Below-C0 method. The weighted average
of the charges derived by the two signal combinations (S1 or S2 with C1) yields the final
Below-C0 charge assignment.
This method is more difficult to perform than the Above-C0 method because the charge de-
pendence of the scintillation detector signals is more complicated. In the Above-C0 method,
events have energies high enough to activate both Cherenkov detectors, where the light yield
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mostly comes from Cherenkov radiation emitted by the radiating material as the cosmic-ray
nucleus passes through it faster than the local speed of light. The amount of light emitted by
this process has a well known dependence on the charge of the particle traversing the material
(∝ Z2). This is not the case for scintillating materials. The light emitted by a scintillating
material is a portion of the energy deposited dE/dx by a charged particle traversing the
radiating material. This dE/dx has a well known dependence on the charge of the traveling











− 2β2 − δ − 2 C
Zab
, (3.12)
but the amount of this energy that is converted by the material into light dL/dx is not so
easy to determine. This is due to the fact that the particles that traverse the scintillation
detectors deposit enough energy to start to saturate the light emission. In other words, when
the energy deposited by a particle that traverses the scintillating material is sufficiently large,
the surrounding material cannot fully convert it into radiated light. This saturation effect
is also charge dependent, and so it is necessary to model dL/dx(Z) in order to extract the
charge of events. Scintillator saturation is explained in greater detail in the following section.
3.3.1 Saturation Models
This saturation effect has been described as a decrease in the energy to light conversion
efficiency dL/dE when the energy loss dE/dx increases. This effect is hard to model exactly
due to the uncertainty of how knock-on electron transport changes the distribution of the
1 The constant 2πNAr2emec2 = 0.1535MeV cm2/g contains Avogadro’s number (NA), the classical electron
radius (re), the electron mass (me) and the speed of light (c). ρab and ZabAab are the density and charge to mass
ratio of the absorbing material. Z and β are the charge and relativistic velocity of the incident particle. The
natural log contains the electron mass (me), the Lorentz factor γ = 1/
√
1− β2, the incident particle velocity
v, the single collision maximum transferable energy (Wmax ' 2meγ2v2 for incident nuclei as mnuclei  me)
and the average excitation potential of the absorbing material (I). The natural log term is modified by




primary energy deposit and how atomic and molecular processes alter the conversion of the
distributed energy into scintillation light (Tarle et al. 1979[48]).
A simplified model has been adopted to approximate the saturation in scintillating materials
known as the "core-halo" model (Voltz et al. 1966[49]). The "core" is a region of high ion-
ization density immediately surrounding the path of the heavy, charged particle. It results
from the large number of low-energy electrons produced by indirect electromagnetic interac-
tions with the particle. These low-energy electrons travel less than a few hundred angstroms
before depositing all of their energy into the material. The ionization density in this region
is sufficiently high that the electrons’ energy is less efficiently converted into light by the
surrounding excitable material. The resulting light in this region is damped relative to the
energy deposited here.
Direct interactions are much less frequent relative to indirect interactions, yielding a lower
density of high-energy electrons that are able to escape the core region before depositing
their energies in the surrounding "halo" region. The scintillating material in the halo region
can more efficiently convert the deposited energy from the lower density of high-energy
electrons. The halo region therefore remains unsaturated and the light emitted in this region
is proportional to the energy deposited (dL/dx ∝ dE/dx).













where ηs is the quantum efficiency of fluorescence, Ws is the mean energy expended per
excited molecule, Bs = 2Rd/Wd is a parameter describing the quenching center (saturated
region) with quenching distance Rd and mean required quenching energy Wd. Fs is the
fraction of knock-on electrons with energies high enough to escape the quenching center. The
first term represents the quenched core and is damped by a decaying exponential function.
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The second term is the unquenched halo where dL/dx ' dE/dx.










where Fs is again the fraction of high-energy electrons produced with energies just great
enough to escape the core and excite the unsaturated halo. Kn and Kf are a normalization
and free parameter that play the roles of ηs/Ws and Bs in the Voltz model, respectively.
The first term describes the core and is appropriately damped by an energy dependant
denominator. The second, undamped term describes the halo where saturation does not
occur (identical to the Voltz model).
In the previous analysis of the SuperTIGER data, Murphy used the Voltz model to analyze
the charge range 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40. Since Murphy’s analysis, data from a fragmented Pb beam
test performed on our scintillation counters at CERN was better fit by the Tarle model
(Makoto Sasaki, private communication). A followup independent analysis compared the
various saturation models used to fit the beam run data, where the Voltz model was shown
to be valid only for low dE/dx. Indeed, the survival probability of an excited state within
the critical distance of a quenching center drops to zero rapidly with increasing dE/dx in




Fig. 3.10: The survival probability of an excited state for different saturation models. The
Voltz model drops to zero quickly and is therefore only valid for particles with
lower dE/dx. The Tarle (BTV) model maintains the survival probability of ex-
cited states up to higher energy loss. A generalized saturation model (GSM),
developed by Sasaki during this independent study, was also considered.
The scintillation saturation models discussed above show how scintillation light depends on
the energy deposited (dE/dx) by a particle that excites the molecules of the scintillating
material. As given in the Bethe-Bloch equation (3.12), dE/dx depends on properties of
the scintillating material, as well as the charge Z and velocity β of the incident particle.
As shown previously (Figure 3.1, left), signal cross plots reveal that the cosmic ray events
measured by SuperTIGER form charge bands in S vs C1 space for the range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 28.
The charge of particles in this range is then determined by which band it falls in. For a
given charge band Z, the spread over C1 space corresponds to the spread of velocities for
cosmic-ray particle with charge Z, as the Cherenkov signal is a function of Z and β. To
study the rare ultra-heavy GCR, with charges Z ≥ 30, we need a way to determine the
charge of GCR particles in the region where there are not enough statistics for charge bands
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to form. We would like, then, to reshape the Tarle model so that, for a given energy, it
models the charge dependence of the scintillation light yield dL/dx. In other words, if we
write it in a form that models the charge band separation of our S vs. C1 crossplots for a
given energy, we can tell where the high-Z charge bands would lie if there were sufficient
statistics to populate them. Doing this allows us to assign charge to the rare GCR events
that fall into these sparsely populated bands.
To reshape the Tarle model in this way, we must make one assumption and one restriction.
First, we must assume that the velocity of a particle does not change significantly as it
traverses the scintillator. This results in a β that does not change with x for a given particle
in the Bethe-Bloch equation (3.12). Second, we must restrict the velocity range of the
particles that we fit with the Tarle model at one time. Because we are assuming a constant
value of β for each particle, any fitting we perform to a number of particles will be most
valid if these particles have nearly the same velocity. We impose this restriction by breaking
the Below-C0 data into fine energy bins (50 energy bins per angle bin), where the range of
β in each bin is small. The energy space in which this binning occurs is discussed in Section
3.3.2.
After imposing these conditions, dE/dx is assumed constant for a given particle and the
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B1 = KnCBB(1− Fs), B2 = KfCBB(1− Fs), and B3 = KnCBBFs. (3.17)
Combining the Tarle model and Bethe-Bloch equation, with the assumption that at one
time we will be treating particles with very similar energies, gives a fitting function that
describes how the light emitted dL/dx by a scintillating medium depends on the charge Z
of the particle traversing it. From this point, we will refer to this fitting function as the
"mono-energetic (ME) Tarle model", as it is only a valid fit for a small energy range at one
time.
The corrected signals corresponding to the light yield in each scintillator are called S1, S2
and S3 for the top, middle and bottom scintillators respectively. Only S1 and S2 are used
in the Below-C0 charge assignment. While SuperTIGER’s scintillator PMTs do not convert
scintillation light (dL/dx) into a digital signal (S1 or S2) with perfect efficiency, this light
collection efficiency is not charge dependent. We can therefore use the ME Tarle model to
fit our signal data directly and the collection efficiency factor can be absorbed into the fit
parameters. For the top scintillator, the light emitted, dL/dx, is related to the scintillator
signal, S1, and our fit function becomes,
S1 = AZ
2
1 +BZ2 + CZ
2. (3.18)
3.3.2 From C1 to "Energy" Space
In order to perform fits using the ME Tarle model, we need to create series of points relating
the expected charges Z to the S1 or S2 signals for selected, fine energy ranges. In the S1 vs.
C1 plot above (Figure 3.1, bottom left), we could find (Z, S1) points on each charge band
that describe how the scintillator signal depends on charge. The challenge is to find these
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points for each charge band that each have very similar energies. One could draw contours
of constant energy on an S1 vs. C1 plot and treat the particles between each set of lines
separately (Murphy thesis). We have found it simpler, and perhaps more efficient, to instead
transform the C1 axis into an "energy" space. This way we do not need to define obscure
constant energy boundaries in S1 vs. C1 space between which the analysis is performed, and
instead we can define bins of constant energy in which we do the analysis.
We define our bins of constant energy using an energy parameter ξ that, when constant,
ensures a constant velocity β. We wish to convert our C1 axis into ξ space, so we start with





K1 and the index of refraction n1 are constants that depend on the detector properties.
The only variables that change depending on the incident particle are the charge Z and the







The right side of this equation is a function of β alone. This means that if the left side of
the equation is the same for a number of particles, these particles all have the same energy.
Using this, we can define an energy parameter ξ = C1/Z2 from Equation 3.20 that can be
used in the place of energy. Based on accelerator calibrations (Binns et al. 1991[50]) and
analysis of TIGER data (Link 2003[51]; Rauch et al. 2009[3]), the charge dependence of
the scintillation signal is S ≈ Z1.7. This empirically determined charge dependence gives
us a rough approximation for charge Z1 = S11/1.7 or Z2 = S21/1.7 that we plug into our
energy parameter. Doing this yields a signal dependent energy parameter ξ1 = C1/S12/1.7
or ξ2 = C1/S22/1.7 depending on the scintillator. Moving to S11/1.7 vs. ξ1 and S21/1.7 vs. ξ2
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space yields charge bands as in Figure 3.11.
(a) S1 Angle Bin 00 (0.0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 6.7◦) (b) S1 Angle Bin 29 (54.5◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60.0◦)
(c) S2 Angle Bin 00 (0.0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 6.7◦) (d) S2 Angle Bin 29 (54.5◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60.0◦)
Fig. 3.11: Charge bands forming in S11/1.7 vs. ξ1 space for the first (a) and last (b) angle
bins. Note that the slope of the charge bands changes noticeably between angle
bins. Averaged over all angles, the signal spread for any "energy" bin is signifi-
cant, requiring that the analysis be done on each angle bin individually. The first
(c) and last (d) angle bins for S21/1.7 vs. ξ2 space are also shown. The energy
dependence of the S2 signal is much further from linear as the particles have
slowed down on their way from the S1 to S2 detector.
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The slope of the S1 charge bands flattens noticeably between the first and last angle bins.
This indicates that the cos θ angle correction does not entirely remove the angle dependence
of the detector signals. The cos θ correction specifically addresses the increase in the amount
of light emitted by a particle that travels though more detector material due to a higher angle
of incidence. One residual angle effect is that particles that are incident at higher angles have
traversed more atmosphere before hitting the instrument and therefore have lower energies
at the detector. This energy difference can also be seen between Figures 3.11a and 3.11b,
as the charge bands extend further to the right (higher energy) for angle bin 00 than they
do for angle bin 29. Particles in the 29th angle bin therefore have a lower maximum energy
that is closer to the turn-on threshold energy of the C1 Cherenkov detector, which is the
minimum energy detectable by SuperTIGER. The spread of S1 signals that can be produced
by this diminished energy range is smaller and so the spectrum appears more flat.
These charge bands are divided into 50 "energy" (ξ) bins so that the saturation model fitting
can be done within each one where the particle energies are approximated to be the same.




(a) S1 Angle Bin 00 "Energy" Bin Boundaries (b) S2 Angle Bin 00 "Energy" Bin Boundaries
Fig. 3.12: Equal Fe Statistics "Energy" binning shown for Angle Bin 00 for S1 and S2. The
lowest "energy" bin boundary is ξ = 0.5, where the C1 Cherenkov threshold is
and the resolution of charge bands deteriorates entirely. The highest "energy"
bin boundary is ξ = 1.1, where statistics run out. These are the same for both
S1 and S2.
Each "energy" bin is projected on the the signal axis, where the charge peaks are well re-
solved because the spread over energy is restricted in each bin. The signal histograms for
each "energy" bin are smoothed using a ROOT maximum likelihood histogram smoothing
routine. This ensures that the peaks are well defined, with no jaggedness. A ROOT peak
finding algorithm, TSpectrum, is then used to find each even-charge peak on the smooth
histograms between 14 ≤ Z ≤ 28. TSpectrum was found to be most reliable after the
histogram smoothing was performed. The smoothed peak positions are used to define win-
dows surrounding each even peak where Gaussian fits are done on the true (unsmoothed)
histograms. These Gaussian fits to the unsmoothed histograms give both a second iteration
on the even peak positions as well as an uncertainty for each peak position.
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(a) S1 Angle Bin 00 Energy Bin 00 (b) S1 Angle Bin 00 Energy Bin 49
Fig. 3.13: S1 signal peaks 14 ≤ Z ≤ 28 shown for the first (a) and last (b) "energy" bins
in the first angle bin. The green histogram is the smoothed histogram on which
the peak finding is performed. The blue histogram is the unsmoothed histogram
where the Gaussian fitting is done. The red vertical lines show the peak position
determined by the peak finding and the blue vertical lines show the peak position
determined by the Gaussian fit. A significant shift (∼ 5 charge units) of the
peaks can be seen between the first and last energy bins.
The peak positions are plotted against the mean ξ values of each "energy" bin on the S
vs. ξ cross plots. The signal error bars are given by the fit uncertainty on the Gaussian
peak positions. These points are fit with a second order polynomial for each charge band
matching the shape of the charge bands (Figure 3.14). With this, we have modeled the




(a) S1 Angle Bin 00 Fits (b) S2 Angle Bin 00 Fits
Fig. 3.14: Second order polynomial fits to the S vs. ξ charge bands (even peaks only). The
green points are the peak positions determined by Gaussian fits to the even peaks
in each "energy" bin projected onto signal space. The fit to the Nickel (Z = 28)
band ends early relative to the other charges because statistics run out for this
band at ξ2 = 0.95.
3.3.3 Saturation Model Fits
With the shape to each charge band determined for every angle bin, we are able to make
saturation model fits to the series of signal vs. charge points in each "energy" bin for a given
angle bin. For each "energy" bin, the signal value given by the charge band fit at the mean ξ
value of the "energy" bin is recorded, along with the charge that corresponds to each band.
These points are plotted on a Signal vs. Charge plot and fit with the ME Tarle (blue) and
Voltz (red) models for each "energy" and angle bin (Figure 3.15).
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Fig. 3.15: The mono-energetic Tarle (blue) and Voltz (red) model fits to S1 vs. Z points in
Angle Bin 00 and Energy Bin 00. The fit is done for charges 14 ≤ Z ≤ 28 and
extrapolated up to Z = 60 for each angle and "energy" bin. Note that the Tarle
fit predicts a greater charge than the Voltz fit for a given S1 value at high signal
values. This difference is ∼ 3 charge units at S1=1400.
For every "energy" bin within each angle bin, the charge range 12 ≤ Z ≤ 28 is fit with the ME
Tarle model. The fit functions are allowed to extend up to Z = 60, past Barium (Z = 56),
the highest charge we attempt to measure. With functions relating signal to charge, we are
able to get an estimate of what the charge of a particle is up to Z = 56 based on the S1
or S2 signal it gives and the angle and "energy" bin that it falls into. The saturation model




These fits are most valid for the mean angle and "energy" in each bin. Making a good
measurement of the charge of a particle with an angle or "energy" between the mean values
of these bins requires interpolation. The Murphy analysis interpolated the saturation model
fit parameters first over "energy" and then over angle. This gave excellent results for the
30 ≤ Z ≤ 40 range, but to resolve the elements up to barium (Z=56) we needed to improve
the performance of our Below-C0 analysis. Instead of interpolating over angle and "energy"
space separately, we opted to do a bilinear interpolation, which is designed to determine the
best charge over angle and "energy" space simultaneously.
To perform the bilinear interpolation, we must have four points in angle vs. "energy" space
from which the charge for a fifth point that lies between them is calculated. In our analysis,
the four points are the charges determined by the fit parameters at the mean angle and
"energy" in four adjacent bins. The fifth point is the interpolated charge at its measured
angle and "energy". First, we find which angle and "energy" bin the particle falls into. The
first charge Z1 is calculated for this bin using the fit parameters saved for this bin. We then
check if the actual angle and "energy" of the particle is greater or less than mean angle and
"energy" of the bin it falls into. The result of this check determines the three neighboring
bins where Z2, Z3 and Z4 are calculated using the fit parameters saved for those bins. If
the bin where Z1 is calculated is an edge bin and this check would ask for a bin that lies off
of the grid, the bin neighboring the opposite side of the Z1 bin is used. The three unique
scenarios are depicted in Figure 3.16.
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Fig. 3.16: Angle (x-axis) and Energy (y-axis) bin grid displaying the three unique arrange-
ments of bin choices for the bilinear interpolation. The red stars are the (angle,
"energy") values of incident particles. The four blue stars nearby are the (mean
angle, mean "energy") values of the bins used in the bilinear interpolation (ex-
aggerated for clarity). The charges calculated at these four points are used to
interpolate the charge at the red star. Special cases (e.g. edge or corner bins)
are also shown.
The mean angle and "energy" in each bin do not necessarily form perfect rectangles with
each other in (angle, "energy") space, so a generalized bilinear interpolation is necessary. If
we let angle = θ and "energy" = ξ, then the charge Z at any given point can be expressed
as a general quadradic as follows,
Z(θ, ξ) = aθθξ2 + aθξθξ + aξξξ2 + bθθ + bξξ + c. (3.21)
This is the bilinear interpolation formula that gives the charge for any angle and "energy"
in the region of validity defined by the four previously selected bins. Next, knowing the
measured θ and ξ of the particle, all we need to calculate Z are the coefficients.
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The four calculated charges at the mean angle and "energy" in each bin can be expressed as,
Z1(θ1, ξ1) = aθθθ21 + aθξθ1ξ1 + aξξξ21 + bθθ1 + bξξ1 + c, (3.22)
Z2(θ2, ξ2) = aθθθ22 + aθξθ2ξ2 + aξξξ22 + bθθ2 + bξξ2 + c, (3.23)
Z3(θ3, ξ3) = aθθθ23 + aθξθ3ξ3 + aξξξ23 + bθθ3 + bξξ3 + c, (3.24)
Z4(θ4, ξ4) = aθθθ24 + aθξθ4ξ4 + aξξξ24 + bθθ4 + bξξ4 + c. (3.25)
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or Xa = Z. (3.26)
We have four equations with six unknowns, so we impose the following constraint that will
allow us to minimize the quadratic coefficients and solve for the coefficients,
e = a2θθ + a2θξ + a2ξξ = aTEa, (3.27)
where E is a diagonal matrix with entries [1,1,1,0,0,0].
This system can now be solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers where minimizing
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aTEa subject to Xa = Z is the same as solving:


















This matrix equation is solved by complete orthogonal decomposition using a C++ library
for matrix computations called "Eigen". The elements of vector a are thereby extracted and
plugged into the general quadratic equation 3.21 to calculate the charge Z of the particle at
its measured angle and "energy". This is done for both S1 and S2, giving a ZS1 and ZS2 for
every Below-C0 particle.
3.3.5 Below-C0 Sigma Cuts
After charges are determined for all Below-C0 particles for both S1 and S2 using C1, a
charge consistency cut is applied to further reduce contamination from interactions and
severe energy loss in the Below-C0 region. The difference ZS1 − ZS2 is plotted against the
average charge determined by both detectors (ZS1 + ZS2)/2, as in Figure 3.17.
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Fig. 3.17: The difference in charge determined with detectors S1 and S2 plotted against the
average of the charge determined by S1 and S2. The pairs of lines shown are
(from inside to outside) the charge dependent 1, 2 and 3 σ cuts.
The bands that form depict the spread of the ZS1 − ZS2 charge difference for each averaged
charge (ZS1 + ZS2)/2. The bands for the range 14 ≤ Z ≤ 28 are clearly visible. Although
statistics are low, the bands up to Z = 38 are recognizable. The even bands for 14 ≤ Z ≤ 28
are each projected onto the charge difference axis (y-axis) and fit with Gaussian functions
giving means and standard deviations. Points are then drawn at selected values of sigma (σ)
away from the center of each distribution in Figure 3.17. Points at the same σ are fit with
lines that are used to make a charge dependent cut on the Below-C0 data.
For the Z < 30 region, where SuperTIGER measured plenty of particles, a 1 σ cut gives the
best resolution but does negatively impact statistics. For Z < 40, we use a 2 σ cut to include
more statistics without greatly diminishing our resolution. For regions of very low particle
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count, namely for charges Z > 40, a 3 σ cut was considered in order to maximize statistics.
Eventually, the 2 σ cut was settled upon for the whole charge range up to 56Ba. For each
σ cut, the cut loosens with increasing charge to model the the broadening distribution and
avoid introducing a charge dependent bias against high-Z events.
3.3.6 Below-C0 Charge Histograms
The resulting charge histograms determined with S1 and S2 in combination with C1 are
displayed below on the left and right, respectively, in Figures 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20.. The
1, and 3 σ cuts are used for the low- (Figure 3.18) and high- (Figure 3.20) charge ranges,
respectively, to highlight features of the abundances.
(a) S1 Tarle 14 ≤ Z ≤ 30 (b) S2 Tarle 14 ≤ Z ≤ 30
Fig. 3.18: Below-C0 charge histograms for the range 14 ≤ Z ≤ 30. 1 σ S1,S2 charge
consistency cut applied. 0.1 charge unit binning. For S1, Z = 27 and Z = 29
peaks are visible. For S2, which is lower in the detector stack, the resolution is
not as good, and these peaks appear as shoulders.
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(a) S1 Tarle 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40 (b) S2 Tarle 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40
Fig. 3.19: Below-C0 charge histograms for the range 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40. 2 σ S1,S2 charge
consistency cut applied. 0.1 charge unit binning. Individual element peaks are
visible for both S1 and S2.
(a) S1 Tarle 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60 (b) S2 Tarle 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60
Fig. 3.20: Below-C0 charge histograms for the range 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60. 3 σ S1,S2 charge con-
sistency cut applied. 0.2 charge unit binning. Although statistics are extremely
low, charge peaks are visible. An appreciable shift of the peaks to the right can
be seen.
In Figure 3.18 we can see that the charge peaks for Z < 30 land squarely on their expected
integer values. On the other hand, the Z = 30 peak for both S1 and S2 is slightly shifted to
the right. In Figures 3.19 and 3.20, this shift can also be seen and increases in severity up
to ∼ 1 charge unit at Z = 50.
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The charge resolution of the S1 scintillator is superior to the S2 scintillator, because S1 is
on the top of the detector stack and S2 is below S1, H1, C0 and C1. After traversing the
material between S1 and S2, the particles lose appreciable energy and undergo interactions.
We have taken these effects into account with our S1, S2 consistency cuts, but the residual
effect is that the energy dependence of the S2 signal for a given charge is harder to capture
than that of S1. Additionally, because S2 lies below more instrument material than S1, it
is subject to more knock-on electrons generated by the overlying material, which yields a
different signal there. This leads to a more poorly resolved charge histogram for the lower
scintillator. Fortunately, utilizing the central limit theorem, we can improve the Below-C0
charge resolution significantly by averaging the charges measured by S1 and S2 for each
particle. We will call this combined charge ZSC = (ZS1 + ZS2)/2. In order to average the
S1 and S2 charges effectively, we first need to ensure that the distribution of charge peaks
determined by both signal spaces are aligned. In the following section, we will discuss the
alignment of histogram peaks, both for the combining of the ZS1 and ZS2 charge distributions,
as well as for adding the final Above- and Below-C0 histograms.
3.4 Combined Above- and Below-C0 Charge
Histogram
To obtain a final SuperTIGER instrument-level charge histogram, we need to combine the
histograms achieved through the Above- and Below-C0 charge assignment methods. The
Above- and Below-C0 methods each treat a separate data set, separated by the C0 Cherenkov
threshold energy. Because these are separate data, the final histograms from each method
can simply be added. For this addition to be effective, the charge peaks for both methods
must be aligned with each other, preferably centered on their expected integer charge values.
The Below-C0 charge histograms for both S1 and S2, however, contain the same particles.
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In order to combine these histograms, we average the charges determined by both S1 and
S2 with C1 and fill a "combined" Below-C0 histogram with the resulting (ZS1 + ZS2)/2
values. Doing this conserves the number of particles treated by the Below-C0 method while
also improving the resolution of the charge peaks. This combination also requires that the
charge peaks determined with S1 and S2 be aligned, preferably on their integer values. To
achieve this, we must find an appropriate way to shift the charges of each event such that
the peaks in each histogram are all centered (as best as possible) on their expected integer
charge values before we combine them.
3.4.1 Charge Peak Shifting
Looking at the Above-C0 charge histograms (Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9), the charge peaks for
Z ≤ 32 are all centered on their respective integers. For Z > 32 a shift of the peaks to values
slightly higher than the integers is noticeable. This shift gradually becomes more significant
with increasing charge. Similarly for the Below-C0 histograms (Figures 3.18, 3.19, 3.20), the
charge peaks for Z ≥ 30 are shifted to the right, with the shift increasing with higher charge.
The amount of this shift also increases for higher charges. We model the charge dependence
in the charge peak shifting by doing a linear fit to the mean peak value of a number of even
charge peaks plotted against their expected integer charge values (Figure 3.21). Charges
Z = 46 and Z = 48 were omitted from the fit, as their mean peak positions could not be
accurately identified due to their low statistics. Inverting this shift in the charge assignment
yields charge peaks that are better centered on their integer values.
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Fig. 3.21: Mean charge peak position plotted vs. expected integer charge for the range 32 ≤
Z ≤ 56. The points are fit with a linear function to model the charge dependence
of the peak shifting.
This charge dependent peak shift centered the peaks of the Above-C0 charge histogram
very well and improved the combination of the S1 and S2 charge histograms. However, for
very high charges (Z ≥ 54), a residual relative shift of ZS2 relative to ZS1 was necessary to
achieve a better averaging. To do this, for every particle with calculated ZS1 above 53.5,
we calculated 40 different values of ZS2 with incremental offsets of 0.025 charge units. Each
of these 40 values for the S2 charge was averaged with the S1 charge and used to fill 40
combined ZSC histograms with Z ≥ 54. The 40 histograms were compared, and the one
with the best resolved charge peaks in this range was selected to be added to the shifted
Above-C0 histogram (Figures 3.22 and 3.23).
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(a) Above-C0 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40 (shifted) (b) SC Below-C0 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40 (shifted)
Fig. 3.22: Shifted Above- and Below-C0 charge histograms for the range 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40. 2 σ
S1,S2 charge consistency cut applied to the Below-C0 data set. 0.1 charge unit
binning.
(a) Above-C0 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60 (shifted) (b) SC Below-C0 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60 (shifted)
Fig. 3.23: Shifted Above- and Below-C0 charge histograms for the range 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60. 3 σ
S1,S2 charge consistency cut applied to the Below-C0 data set. 0.2 charge unit
binning. Note that the y-axis scale is linear in this low statistics region.
These shifted Above-C0 and Below-C0 histograms treat different data sets, and therefore the
events from each can simply be added together to create the final instrument level Combined
Above- and Below-C0 charge histograms shown below (Figures 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26).
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Fig. 3.24: Combined Above- and Below-C0 charge histogram for the range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 30.
0.1 charge unit binning. Peaks for Z = 27 and Z = 29 are visible.
Fig. 3.25: Combined Above- and Below-C0 charge histogram for the range 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40.




Fig. 3.26: Combined Above- and Below-C0 charge histogram for the range 40 ≤ Z ≤ 60.
0.2 charge unit binning. The even peaks up to Z = 56 are clearly visible with
very small odd peaks between them. The Z = 48 peak is not well resolved. Note
that the y-axis scale is linear for this low statistics region.
3.4.2 Charge Peak Fitting
In order to derive the instrument level elemental abundances, the combined charge histogram
resulting from the Above- and Below-C0 methods is fit with a maximum likelihood, multi-
peak Gaussian function. The function is composed of 41 Gaussian functions, which each
correspond to a charge peak in the range 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56. Each Gaussian peak center is
allowed to vary freely between ±0.1 charge units of the peak’s expected charge. The σ for
each Gaussian peak are determined by first fitting over the 16 ≤ Z ≤ 40 range and extracting
the σ for each even peak. These σ for each even charge peak in this range is then plotted
against their corresponding charges and fit with a linear function, as in Figure 3.27.
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Fig. 3.27: Gaussian σ for even charge peaks 16 ≤ Z ≤ 40 as it depends on charge. The
charge dependence of σ is modeled with a linear fit and used to determine the σ
value for each peak over the entire fitted range 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56.
A second iteration of the multi-peak fit is performed where this linear function is used to
determine the σ of each Gaussian peak for the entire 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56 range. From this second
fitting iteration, shown in Figure 3.28 and 3.29, the instrument elemental abundances are

















































































































Fig. 3.29: Maximum likelihood multi-peak Gaussian fit for the combined Above- and Below-
C0 range 40 ≤ Z ≤ 56, subject to our 2σ Below-C0 charge consistency cut. 0.1
charge unit binning. The fit performs well over the entire range.
The amplitude a and sigma σ of each Gaussian is extracted and used along with the histogram
bin width w (0.1 charge units) to calculate the area A of each Gaussian peak,





This gives an estimate for the number of particles measured with the charge corresponding
to each peak. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 below show the instrument level elemental abundances
determined by this method with 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ Below-C0 charge consistency cuts for the
ranges 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40 and 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56, respectively.
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Z N1σ N2σ N3σ NMurphy
26 4331350 5382290 5606960 4713661
27 60537 76773 86178 -
28 217047 268664 280142 237391
29 3637 4631 5024 -
30 2487 3127 3291 2623
31 198 269 317 239
32 348 430 454 354
33 50 66 82 65
34 148 189 196 160
35 43 55 56 49
36 69 98 108 91
37 31 43 46 31
38 109 130 138 105
39 34 37 39 30
40 41 52 56 35
Tab. 3.1: Instrument-level combined Above- and Below-C0 charge counts for the range 26 ≤
Z ≤ 40 obtained from our multi-peak Gaussian fit. In each three columns, the
Below-C0 data is subject to a different ZS1, ZS2 consistency cut. Our charge
counts for each Below-C0 σ cut are compared with those reported by Murphy et
al. 2016[2].
In Table 3.1 the three event-number columns are for fits that are subject to different level
ZS1, ZS2 charge consistency cuts. The right most column contains the the numbers reported
by Murphy et al. 2016[2], where the analysis was done using SuperTIGER telemetry and
line-of-sight (LOS) data alone. The current SuperTIGER data set includes additional data
that was present on the solid state drives since recovered with the SuperTIGER instrument
from Antarctica and pre-processed by GSFC’s Makoto Sasaki. The satellite telemetry data
combined with the data transmitted during LOS periods makes up ∼ 92% of the total data
now available, so the iron count reported by Murphy et al. 2016[2] should be ∼ 92% of what
the current analysis finds. We see then that, as expected for a 1σ cut strength, the 1σ cut is
too harsh, as it cuts into the statistics significantly. With NMurphy/N2σ ≈ 0.88, the 2σ cut
is in line with the previous analysis and still gives good resolution, as shown in Figure 3.25.
The 3σ cut was considered for the Z ≥ 41 elements in order to maximize the number of
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particles in this extremely sparse region. It was found, however, that due to the sparse
nature of the elements with Z ≥ 41, the 3σ cut did not lead to a significant increase in the
particle count in this range when compared to the 2σ cut, as shown in Table 3.2 below. The
1σ and 3σ Below-C0 charge consistency cut data sets were abandoned at this stage.
Z N1σ N2σ N3σ
26 4331350 5382290 5606960
41 12.6 16.7 18.3
42 23.8 29.3 30.9
43 11.3 13.2 13.4
44 16.1 19.9 20.3
45 6.9 7.2 8.6
46 6.4 13.4 13.7
47 5.4 4.7 4.7
48 3.5 6.8 6.9
49 5.3 7.3 7.5
50 17.6 24.3 25.3
51 7.1 11.1 11.3
52 15.5 18.5 22.7
53 3.6 7.4 7.6
54 10.7 18.7 19.0
55 3.6 4.2 4.1
56 10.2 11.3 13.2
Tab. 3.2: Instrument level combined Above- and Below-C0 charge count for the range 41 ≤
Z ≤ 56 attained from our multi-peak Gaussian fit. The charge counts for Z = 26
subject to each ZS1,ZS2 charge consistency cut strength are included.
It should be noted that our event count for Z = 48 is low compared to its neighboring even
peaks. It is possible that there is a more severe shift of the charge peaks with Z > 46. The
Cherenkov counters measure cosmic-ray events through both high-gain and low-gain PMT
channels. The high-gain is used almost exclusively as most events fall within the dynamic
range it provides. At very high charge and large incident angle, the signal saturates the
high-gain channel, so our low-gain channel is then responsible for determining charge. The
calibration of these gain ranges may have caused a shift in the events with Z > 46 or, worse,
a gap in our dynamic range at this charge. A mismatch between the high- and low-gain C1
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Cherenkov channels would affect both the Above- and Below-C0 charge assignment methods
as the the C1 detectors are used to determine charge in both cases. Alternatively, because
the Above-C0 method uses the C1 and C0 Cherenkov detectors together, it is susceptible to
a charge shift if the low-gain channels for the C1 and C0 detectors are mismatched. Further
work is necessary to explain the apparent deficit of Z = 48 in the SuperTIGER data.
Upper and Lower Confidence Limits
The statistical errors on the SuperTIGER instrument level elemental abundances are calcu-




N + 34 + 1 (3.31)
Nlower ≈ N −N
1− 19N − 13√N
3 (3.32)
These upper and lower confidence limits are accurate to better than 1.5% and 2%, respec-
tively, for all N .
3.4.3 SuperTIGER Instrument Abundances
The final SuperTIGER instrument-level elemental abundances (NINS) for 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56,
subject to the 2σ ZS1, ZS2 charge consistency cut, are displayed in Table 3.3 below, along
with their statistical errors.
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Z NINS +Error −Error
16 14458780 1209 1208
17 433984 660 659
18 712176 845 844
19 582989 765 764
20 1227850 1109 1108
21 410079 641 640
22 964415 983 982
23 573123 758 757
24 986378 994 993
25 807465 900 899
26 5382290 2321 2320
27 76773 278 277
28 268664 519 518
29 4631 69.1 68.1
30 3127 56.9 55.9
31 269 17.4 16.4
32 430 21.8 20.7
33 65.7 9.2 8.1
34 189 14.8 13.7
35 54.9 8.5 7.4
36 97.7 10.9 9.9
37 43.0 7.6 6.5
38 130 12.4 11.4
39 37.2 7.2 6.1
40 52.5 8.3 7.2
41 16.7 5.2 4.0
42 29.3 6.5 5.4
43 13.2 4.7 3.6
44 19.9 5.6 4.4
45 7.2 3.8 2.6
46 13.4 4.8 3.6
47 4.7 3.3 2.1
48 6.8 3.7 2.5
49 7.3 3.8 2.6
50 24.3 6.0 4.9
51 11.1 4.4 3.3
52 18.5 5.4 4.3
53 7.4 3.9 2.7
54 18.7 5.4 4.3
55 4.2 3.2 2.0
56 11.3 4.5 3.3
Tab. 3.3: Instrument level combined Above- and Below-C0 charge counts for the range 16 ≤
Z ≤ 56 obtained from our multi-peak Gaussian fit. The statistical errors are
calculated as in Gehrels 1986[13].
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In the following chapter, the instrument-level elemental abundances shown above are cor-
rected for nuclear interactions sustained while traveling through the instrument. This yields
elemental abundances that are accurate at the top of the SuperTIGER instrument (TOI).
An atmospheric nuclear interaction and energy correction developed for TIGER analysis
and performed by Rauch will give elemental abundances of the GCR incident at the top of
the Earth’s atmosphere (TOA). Finally, an interstellar GCR propagation code developed by
Wiedenbeck gives elemental abundances as they are at the GCR source.
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Chapter 4
Galactic Cosmic Ray Source
Abundances
The Galactic cosmic-ray (GCR) abundances as they are measured within the active area
of the instrument were reported in Section 3.4.2. These particles represent a mixture of
primary GCR accelerated by the GCR source (GCRS) and secondary GCR that are produced
by GCR interactions with the interstellar medium (ISM), the Earth’s atmosphere and the
SuperTIGER instrument itself. In order to obtain the elemental abundances as they are
accelerated at the GCRS, one must account for the contributions to each element seen
from these secondary sources, for the losses sustained by each element due to interactions
and escape from the Galaxy, and also for energy losses from interactions with the ISM.
First, instrument interaction corrections obtain the cosmic-ray elemental abundances as
they are incident on the active area of the instrument. Second, atmospheric interaction
and energy loss corrections yield the abundances as they are just before entering the Earth’s
atmosphere. Finally, interstellar secondary GCR production and loss corrections lead to the
GCRS abundances.
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4.1 Top-of-Instrument Abundances
Starting with the cosmic-ray abundances measured within the SuperTIGER instrument, cal-
culating the cosmic-ray flux at the top of the instrument (TOI) requires finding the fraction
of each element that interacted as it passed through the instrument. The scintillator signal
and charge-consistency cuts, shown in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.3.5, respectively, are assumed to
remove events that undergo charge-changing interactions that occur within the instrument.
These events can be added back into the analysis by calculating the fraction of each mea-
sured element that would have interacted, assuming all charge changing interactions were
eliminated. This method is adopted because, without extensive interaction simulations, it is
very difficult to model the instrument interactions exactly.
4.1.1 Instrument Interaction Corrections
The SuperTIGER instrument interaction corrections are done using the average path length
traversed within each material type in the instrument stack and the interaction mean free
paths for each element (derived from the Nilsen et al. 1995[52] total charge changing cross-
sections). Each layer of material type, i, is lumped together as a slab with areal density (or
thickness) xi. In this way, the interaction calculation is done once per material type rather
than for every individual material layer in the order that it appears in the instrument. Given
the number of same charge particles at the bottom of a slab Nbot(Z), the number of particles
with the same charge that are present at the top is given by,
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where 〈sec θFe〉 is the average incident secant of 26Fe particles 1 and λi(Z) is the interaction
mean free path for a charge Z nucleus traversing material i. These corrections are made for
each slab of material until the particle counts for each element are obtained at the top of
the instrument. As such, the TOI abundances NTOI(Z) are obtained from the abundances








SuperTIGER only measures the charge of particles that traverse it and obtains no mass
information, so the instrument cannot discern particles that change mass, but not charge,
during a nuclear interaction that takes place within it. Also, it is assumed that all particles
that undergo a charge-changing interaction are eliminated by the interaction cuts (S1,S2
signal and charge consistency). It is appropriate then to use total charge changing cross-
sections in calculating the loss of particles due to interactions. A full table of the interaction
mean free paths (derived from Nilsen et al. 1995[52]) and the SuperTIGER material areal
densities can be found in Rauch 2008[53] and Murphy 2015[14], respectively.
4.1.2 Instrument Material Thickness Weighting
The Above- and Below-C0 data sets are analyzed using combinations of different detectors,
and these detectors naturally occupy different positions in the SuperTIGER detector stack.
The analysis methods in this work requires that a cosmic ray does not interact before passing
1 The average secant for 26Fe particles is used regardless of what element is being treated, as the average
secant measured for charges Z > 26 varies in a non-uniform way from element to element. The mean
incidence angle measured in the instrument should decrease with Z as heavier particles are more likely to
interact when traversing the greater amount of material seen by particles entering the instrument at higher
angles. The non-uniformity seen in the mean secant for each element is likely due to the variation of the
already low statistics for charges Z > 26. Also, because 26Fe is primary, it behaves simply according to loss
compared to other elements with more secondary atmospheric production. Using the average secant for 26Fe
particles regardless of the element in question is a good approximation that avoids the effects of complicated
atmospheric secondary production and statistical variation.
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through the lowest most detector whose signal is used to estimate charge. For the Above-C0
data set, the C1 Cherenkov detector was the lowest with a signal used as a charge estimation.
For the Below-C0 data set, the S2 scintillation detector was the lowest. While the bottom
hodoscope plane is, in principle, the lowest detector used in both cases, the hodoscope trajec-
tory determination is largely insensitive to interactions. The amount of material cosmic-ray
must traverse without interacting is, therefore, different depending on which analysis method
is used to determine its charge. The instrument interaction corrections must account for this
difference between the two data sets.
To approach this problem for charges Z ≤ 40, we statistically weight the instrument material
thicknesses by the abundances for a given element measured in either the Above- or Below-
C0 data set (as in Murphy 2015[14]). Weighting the thicknesses used in the interaction
corrections allows them to be used to correct the combined Above- and Below-C0 abundances
because the different amounts of instrument material traversed in the Above and Below-C0
cases has been accounted for. For Z ≤ 40, the abundances used to perform the weighting
are extracted from the multi-peak Gaussian fits (Section 3.4.2) performed separately for the
Above- and Below-C0 data sets because there are sufficient statistics to individually obtain
a good Above- and Below-C0 particle count for each element. This weighting alters slab








where ai and bi are the thicknesses of material i that are traversed by particles in the
Above- and Below-C0 data sets, respectively. NA(Z) and NB(Z) are the number of charge Z
particles counted in the Above- and Below-C0 data sets, respectively. The resulting material
thicknesses are used to correct the abundances for charges Z ≤ 41.
In the current analysis, however, the multi-peak Gaussian fit must be performed out to
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Barium (Z = 56), where statistics are severely limited. Fitting the Above- and Below-C0
data sets separately cannot be done for 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56, as the exceedingly low particle count
for some peaks, especially in the Above-C0 data set, is detrimental to the quality of the
fit. The instrument material thicknesses, therefore, cannot be weighted appropriately using
individual element peaks from the Above- and Below-C0 data sets. Instead, the approach
is to do the weighted corrections to the instrument material thicknesses by using the total
particle count over all elements in the range 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56 from the Above- and Below-C0
data sets. All events with charge between Z = 40.5 and Z = 56.5 are summed together
for both the Above- and Below-C0 data sets separately and used in the thiccness weighting
formula 4.3 above:
xi −→ ai
NA(41 ≤ Z ≤ 56)
NA(41 ≤ Z ≤ 56) +NB(41 ≤ Z ≤ 56)
+ bi
NB(41 ≤ Z ≤ 56)
NA(41 ≤ Z ≤ 56) +NB(41 ≤ Z ≤ 56)
.
(4.4)
These weighted instrument material thicknesses are used to correct the combined Above-
and Below-C0 abundances for 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56.
4.1.3 TOI Relative Abundances
The resulting TOI abundances obtained by Equation 4.2, altered by the weighted thicknesses
given by Equation 4.3 and 4.4, and the TOI relative abundances, normalized to 26Fe=106
particles, are shown in Table 4.1 below:
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Z NTOI +Error −Error Z NTOI (Fe=106) +Error −Error
16 2173847 1801 1800 16 236129 221 220
17 662772 1008 1006 17 71992 114 114
18 1119983 1329 1327 18 121656 154 153
19 911852 1196 1194 19 99048 137 137
20 1930302 1744 1742 20 209675 210 210
21 664395 1039 1038 21 72168 117 117
22 1591807 1623 1621 22 172906 191 191
23 959086 1269 1267 23 104178 145 145
24 1657350 1670 1669 24 180025 197 197
25 1369793 1526 1524 25 148791 178 178
26 9206179 3970 3968 26 1000000 431 431
27 132048 478 477 27 14343 52.3 52.1
28 465292 899 898 28 50541 100 99.9
29 8146 121 120 29 885 13.2 13.0
30 5598 102 100 30 608 11.1 10.9
31 493 31.9 30.0 31 53.5 3.5 3.3
32 798 40.4 38.5 32 86.7 4.4 4.2
33 123 17.2 15.2 33 13.4 1.9 1.6
34 361 28.2 26.2 34 39.2 3.1 2.9
35 105 16.3 14.2 35 11.5 1.8 1.6
36 191 21.4 19.3 36 20.8 2.3 2.1
37 84.8 15.0 12.9 37 9.2 1.6 1.4
38 259 24.8 22.7 38 28.1 2.7 2.5
39 74.5 14.3 12.2 39 8.1 1.6 1.3
40 106 16.8 14.6 40 11.5 1.8 1.6
41 34.0 10.5 8.2 41 3.7 1.2 0.89
42 60.4 13.4 11.1 42 6.6 1.5 1.2
43 27.5 9.9 7.5 43 3.0 1.1 0.81
44 42.0 11.7 9.3 44 4.6 1.3 1.0
45 15.3 8.1 5.6 45 1.7 0.88 0.60
46 28.9 10.3 7.8 46 3.1 1.1 0.85
47 10.2 7.2 4.5 47 1.1 0.79 0.49
48 14.9 8.3 5.6 48 1.6 0.90 0.61
49 16.3 8.6 5.9 49 1.8 0.93 0.64
50 55.1 13.6 11.1 50 6.0 1.5 1.2
51 25.3 10.2 7.5 51 2.8 1.1 0.81
52 43.4 12.6 10.0 52 4.7 1.4 1.1
53 17.4 9.0 6.2 53 1.9 0.98 0.68
54 44.4 12.9 10.2 54 4.8 1.4 1.1
55 10.0 7.7 4.7 55 1.1 0.84 0.51
56 27.5 10.1 8.1 56 3.0 1.2 0.87
Tab. 4.1: Top-of-Instrument combined Above- and Below-C0 elemental abundances and rel-
ative abundances (26Fe=106) for the range 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56 obtained after the in-
strument interaction corrections.
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We normalize to 26Fe because it is well measured by many cosmic-ray experiments. The
normalization choice of 26Fe=106 conveniently yields relative elemental abundances for 41 ≤
Z ≤ 56 that are on the order of one particle for every one-million 26Fe particles. The nor-
malized uncertainties for each element are calculated by adding in quadrature the fractional
error of each element count, NTOI(Z), with the fractional error of the 26Fe count, NTOI(Fe).
The result for each element is multiplied by the relative abundance of each element to obtain
the elemental abundance uncertainty relative to 26Fe=106.
In summary, interaction corrections are implemented to obtain the GCR abundances as they
are incident at the top of the SuperTIGER instrument. The initial, measured abundances
are assumed to be free of events that suffered charge changing nuclear interactions within
the instrument. This assumption relies on the efficiency of the interaction cut in eliminating
particles that gave a different signal in the S1 and S2 scintillation detectors. If the interactions
that occur within the instrument are simply removed, all that needs to be done to correct the
measured abundances is to account for how much material the particles traveled through and
determine how many interactions would have occurred. Through this process, the removed
events are then effectively added back into the analysis, resulting in the GCR abundances
as they are present at the top of the active part of the instrument.
4.2 Top-of-Atmosphere Abundances
While we can plainly see many events that changed charge within the instrument, it is
impossible to know whether or not a measured particle suffered a charge changing interaction
on its way to the instrument or in the material above the top scintillation detector S1. In
order to correct the TOI abundances and determine the GCR elemental abundances as they
are incident on the top of the atmosphere (TOA), it is necessary to model the types of charge
changing interactions that could occur while particles are traversing the atmosphere. The
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code to perform this correction was written by Brian Rauch for his 2008[53] thesis work and
was used again to obtain the SuperTIGER result in Murphy 2015[14]. The total and partial
charge changing cross sections included in the correction performed by Rauch are both charge
and energy dependent. The process to determine the relevant energies and energy correction
factors for each element is recycled from Murphy 2015[14] and is summarized below.
4.2.1 Corrections for Energy Losses in the Instrument and
Atmosphere
Cosmic rays that travel through the atmosphere and instrument lose energy along the path
they take. The energy loss of a particle that traverses a given material depends on the
charge and mass of the particle, the energy the particle has before entering the material and
the type and thickness of the material. Particles that enter the material at inclined angles
traverse greater a amount of material than those that enter vertically, and suffer greater
energy losses. Additionally, heavier elements lose more energy/nucleon than lighter ones
when traversing the same amount of material. Particles measured at the low-energy side
of our Below-C0 data set all have roughly the same energy per nucleon inside the detector
(Table 4.2), which is just large enough to surpass the C1 Cherenkov low-energy threshold
cut, Emin(C1). But this energy near the C1 threshold corresponds to a higher minimum
TOA energy (Emin(TOA)) for higher charge elements and to a lower Emin(TOA) for lower
charge elements. If we assume that Emin(C1) yields the same Emin(TOA) for all elements,
we would introduce a charge-dependent bias into the atmospheric correction. To avoid this,
we estimate the Emin(TOA) that corresponds to the Emin(C1) for every element. We then
use these Emin(TOA) to find the relative integral spectra compared compared to 26Fe to
scale the TOA abundances obtained from the TOA interaction corrections. This allows us
to report, for every element, TOA abundances that occupy the same energy/nucleon range.
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Instrument Low-Energy Limits
The SuperTIGER instrument energy ranges for each element 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40 were determined
in the Murphy 2015[14] analysis. These ranges extended from the in the Below-C0 low-
energy limits Emin(C1) up to a, now obsolete, high-energy cut in the Below-C0 data set.
Then, from the Above-C0 low-energy limits corresponding to the C0 Cherenkov low-energy
cut, the energies extended up to infinity. It was realized that the separate Below-C0 high-
energy cut and Above-C0 low-energy cut created a gap in energy between the Above- and
Below-C0 data sets that cut particles out of the analysis. For Murphy et al. 2016[2] and for
this work a single Above-C0 low-energy cut is used to separate the two data sets (Section
3.2.1) so that this energy gap is eliminated. This means that energy range used here extends
from the Emin(C1) low-energy cut to infinity. Because Emin(C1) corresponds to the C1
Cherenkov threshold cut, the C1 refractive index of n = 1.49 gives a theoretical Emin(C1)
of 325 MeV/nucleon. While the value for these thresholds can be determined theoretically,
the actual Emin(C1) are slightly above these theoretical values. This is due to the variability
in non-Cherenkov light contributions at the C1 turn-on threshold, which gives a range of
C1 signals for particles near the C1 threshold. In order to avoid these contributions which
deteriorate our resolution near the actual C1 threshold, the cuts are made at slightly higher
energies. The instrument-level low-energy thresholds, measured at the bottom of the C1
detector layers, for 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40, are shown in the Table 4.2 below. The process for
determining these energy limits is described in greater detail in Rauch 2008[53] and Murphy
2015[14].
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Tab. 4.2: Instrument level low-energy thresholds for the range 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40 calculated in
Murphy 2015[14]. The thresholds within the instrument are taken to be the mini-
mum energy of particles at the bottom of the C1 detector layer. These thresholds
do not vary significantly with charge, so the energy ranges within the instrument
are largely charge independent. Threshold units are MeV/nucleon.
TOA Low-Energy Limits
The low-energy thresholds measured at the bottoms of the C1 detector Emin(C1) corresponds
to higher minimum TOA energies Emin(TOA) due to the energy losses sustained by particles
traveling through the atmosphere and instrument material. The calculation of these TOA
low-energy limits is performed with the aid of the online NIST PSTAR range table (NIST
2015[54]). For a given material and starting proton energy, the PSTAR table lists the distance
that protons can travel before losing all of their energy and stopping. We start with one of
the lower limits of the energy range for a given element measured within the instrument,
Ebot, and, for each slab of material above, we determine the corresponding energy at the
top of the slab, Etop. For a given material slab with average areal density xmat, the table
gives the stopping range of protons in this material for the energy provided, Rp(Ebot). The
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stopping range of a heavy ion Rh(Ebot), with the same energy Ebot, is found by scaling the





where A and Z are the atomic mass and number of the heavy ion and Rec is the ion range
extension due to electron capture, which can be assumed to be constant over SuperTIGER
energies. If we set up another stopping range calculation for the heavy ion energy at the top










as the material thickness xmat is by construction the heavy ion stopping range difference
between the top and bottom of the material slab, Rh(Etop) − Rh(Ebot). Once Rp(Etop) is
determined, the PSTAR table gives the energy that protons (or heavy ions) would have
at the top of this slab, Etop. This process is repeated by setting energy at the bottom
of the next slab Ebot equal to the calculated Etop of the slab below it and redoing the
calculation 4.7 for each slab of instrument material, as well as the slab of air representing the
average SuperTIGER atmospheric overburden (5.47 g/cm2), until the top of the atmosphere
is reached. The resulting TOA low-energy limits for 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40 are listed below in Table
4.3.
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Tab. 4.3: TOA low-energy thresholds for the range 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40 calculated in Murphy
2015[14]. The thresholds at the top of the atmosphere vary with charge. Because
energy loss depends on the charge of a cosmic-ray particle, the energy ranges that
are the same for each charge within the instrument become charge dependent at
the top of the atmosphere. Threshold units are MeV/nucleon.
Energy Correction Factors
We want to correct our abundances so that, for every element, we report abundances for
the same energy range even though the low-energy limit for each is different at the TOA.
Determining energy correction factors for each element allows us to scale the abundance of
each element to account for this. Murphy 2015[14] assumes that all elements with Z ≥ 26
have the same energy spectrum as 26Fe (ΦZ(E) = ΦFe(E)) and uses the 26Fe differential
spectra derived from ACE/CRIS and HEAO-C3, reported in Lave et al. 2013[55]. Integrating
this spectrum from the minimum TOA energies Emin(TOA) to infinity for each element
26 ≤ Z ≤ 40 yields the integral spectra for each element. The 26Fe spectra reported in Lave
et al. 2013[55] were observed at periods of solar modulation minimum (φ = 325MV) and
solar maximum (φ = 900MV). Solar modulation calculations made by Mark Weidenbeck
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of JPL (private communication) determined that the SuperTIGER flight took place during
a period of moderate solar activity, where the solar modulation parameter varied between
φ = 575 and 515MV over three Bartel’s cycles. To obtain an approximate 26Fe energy
spectrum that is accurate for the solar activity experienced during the SuperTIGER flight,
an interpolation between the two Lave et al. 2013[55] spectra (at solar min and max) was
performed. Using the TOA low-energy thresholds Emin(TOA,Z) for each element Z as
starting points, the interpolated 26Fe spectrum is integrated to infinity, giving the integral







The energy correction factors are determined by normalizing the integral fluxes of each
element to that of 28Ni, the reference element for the atmospheric interaction corrections
discussed in the next subsection. Multiplying each elemental abundance by its respective
energy correction factor shifts its energy band to be the same as TOA 28Ni. These factors
are listed below in Table 4.4.
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Tab. 4.4: Energy correction factors for elements 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40 calculated in Murphy
2015[14], which normalizes them to 28Ni. Multiplying each elemental abundance
by its corresponding energy correction factor will shift it into the TOA energy
range of 28Ni and allow the abundance of each element to be reported in the same
TOA energy range.
As mentioned above, the SuperTIGER energy correction factors were determined in the
Murphy 2015[14] analysis for each element in the range 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40. For this analysis,
which extends the Murphy result to barium (56Ba), the same energy correction factors are
used to scale elements 26 ≤ Z ≤ 40. As these correction factors vary roughly linearly with
charge, the correction factors for charges 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56 are estimated by linear extrapolation
for this work. New individual correction factors will be calculated in future work.
4.2.2 Atmospheric Interaction Corrections
The code for correcting the TOI elemental abundances for changes due nuclear interactions
sustained by GCR traversing the atmosphere was written and run by Brian Rauch for his
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2008[53] thesis analysis on TIGER, for Murphy 2015[14] and again for this work. The code
starts with an assumed set of TOA abundances, and, through an iterative process of adjusting
assumed TOA abundances, calculates the resulting TOI abundances and compares them to
the SuperTIGER values until agreement is established. The assumed set of initial TOA
elemental abundances were measured by satellite instruments HEAO-3-C2 (Engelmann et al.
1990[9] and Byrnak et al. 1983[8]), and HEAO-3-C3 and Ariel (Binns et al. 1989[10]). Over
a series of 1000 steps that subdivide the average SuperTIGER atmospheric overburden, the
code calculates the change in relative abundances, normalized to 28Ni=1, due to interactions
caused by the slab of atmosphere traversed in each step. The average atmospheric overburden
traversed (5.57 g/cm2) was determined using the pressures measured by the CSBF Support
Instrument Package (SIP) over the course of the flight and the average secant of all Z ≥ 26
incidence angles (1.218).
The abundance, Ji+1(P ), for a given projectile particle, P , at the top of slab i+ 1 after step
i through the atmosphere is given by:
Ji+1(P ) = Ji(P ) +Gi(P )− Li(P ), (4.9)
where Ji(P ) is the abundance of projectile P at the beginning of step i and Gi(P ) and Li(P )
are the gains and losses sustained by projectile particle P due to the interactions that took
place during step i.
Gains in the flux for a projectile particle with charge Z occur when projectiles with charge
greater than Z interact and change charge such that their final charge after the step is Z.
These gains are determined using the partial charge changing cross sections in Nilsen et al.
1995[52], σ∆Z(AP , AT , K,∆Z), for projectile particles with kinetic energy K and mass AP
that interact with target particles with mass AT and change charge by ∆Z. For interactions
in air, the partial charge changing cross sections for projectile particles incident on target
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(σ∆Z(AP ′ , AN , K,∆Z)rN+σ∆Z(AP ′ , AO, K,∆Z)rO)
.
(4.10)
The sum is done over all projectiles P ′ with charge greater than P . The factor NatmNA
nsteps
is the
atmospheric surface mole density times Avogadro’s Number divided by the number of steps
in the correction process and gives the surface number density of target atoms in the each
atmospheric slab. The 10−24 factor converts barns to cm2, and rN = 0.79 and rO = 0.21 are
the number fractions of N and O atoms in the atmosphere.
Losses in the flux for a given projectile particle are more simple. Because the gain for
every projectile element is calculated separately, we do not care what charge a lost projectile
particle becomes after the interaction. All that matters is that the projectile is no longer
part of the flux for the element under consideration. It is sufficient then to use the energy
independent, total charge changing cross sections for a projectile interacting with N and O
(also from Nilsen et al. 1995[52]) in order to calculate the losses sustained by every element:
Li(P ) = Ji(P )10−24
NatmNA
nsteps
(σtot(P,N)rN + σtot(P,O)rO). (4.11)
At the end of 1000 steps, the starting TOA relative abundances for each element, which
have now been corrected for atmospheric interactions, should agree with the TOI relative
abundances that have been measured. If they do not, this means the initial TOA abundances
do not agree with what SuperTIGER measured. The imposed agreement criterion is that
the relative abundances should not be different by more than 0.001. If they are different for
a given element, the initial assumed TOA relative abundance for that element are adjusted
by half the magnitude of the difference and the code is run again. This process is repeated
until a TOA relative abundance set yields a TOI relative abundance set that agrees to within
0.1% with the measured TOI relative abundances. The set of TOA relative abundances that
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achieves the agreement criterion is taken to be the measured SuperTIGER TOA relative
abundances.
4.2.3 TOA Relative Abundances
The resulting TOA abundances, normalized to Fe=106 are shown in Table 4.5 below.
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Z NTOA Stat E+ Stat E− Sys(σtot) E+ Sys(σtot) E− Sys(σpar) E+ Sys(σpar) E−
16 196510 99.1 99.4 1877 1895 4580 4713
17 42205 89.1 89.3 398 401 4887 5007
18 91760 95.9 96.2 588 592 4872 4986
19 68690 95.8 95.3 435 488 5022 5222
20 179138 99.3 99.6 1096 1102 4531 4624
21 45068 92.3 90.8 219 220 4976 5084
22 141788 92.4 92.7 440 441 4786 4684
23 78435 86.4 86.6 150 150 5071 5195
24 155585 85.3 85.5 215 215 5039 5173
25 120750 112 113 50.3 50.3 6215 6312
26 1000000 - - - - - -
27 13148 35.9 35.9 12.7 12.7 320 313
28 52376 97.5 97.4 46.6 46.5 6.0 6.1
29 914 12.4 12.2 2.2 2.2 4.7 4.7
30 646 10.6 10.8 2.0 1.9 1.0 1.0
31 52.6 3.6 3.4 0.22 0.19 1.1 1.1
32 92.3 4.7 4.5 0.48 0.47 0.60 0.58
33 11.7 2.1 1.9 0.06 0.07 0.68 0.67
34 41.6 3.4 3.1 0.29 0.29 0.45 0.44
35 10.6 2.0 1.7 0.07 0.07 0.48 0.47
36 21.9 2.6 2.4 0.18 0.18 0.39 0.38
37 8.7 1.9 1.6 0.08 0.07 0.43 0.42
38 32.2 3.1 2.9 0.30 0.31 0.25 0.24
39 8.4 1.9 1.6 0.08 0.08 0.24 0.24
40 13.1 2.2 1.9 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.17
41 3.6 1.4 1.1 0.04 0.04 0.18 0.18
42 7.4 1.8 1.5 0.09 0.09 0.15 0.14
43 3.0 1.3 1.0 0.04 0.04 0.15 0.15
44 5.1 1.6 1.3 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.12
45 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.02 0.02 0.14 0.13
46 3.4 1.5 1.1 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.12
47 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.13
48 1.4 1.2 0.8 0.02 0.02 0.15 0.14
49 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.16
50 7.5 2.0 1.6 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13
51 3.1 1.5 1.1 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.13
52 6.1 1.9 1.5 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.10
53 2.1 1.4 1.0 0.04 0.04 0.11 0.11
54 6.6 2.0 1.6 0.14 0.13 0.07 0.07
55 1.2 1.2 0.7 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.08
56 4.1 1.7 1.3 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.06
Tab. 4.5: Top-of-Atmosphere Combined Above- and Below-C0 relative abundances
(26Fe=106) for the range 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56 obtained after the atmospheric en-
ergy and interaction correction. Each column is normalized such that, for 26Fe,
NTOA ± Error = 106. 113
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To determine the statistical errors for the TOA relative abundances, the statistical uncer-
tainties determined at the top of the instrument are added or subtracted (for the upper
and lower limits, respectively) from the measured TOI relative abundances and then run
through the atmospheric correction code in each case, holding other abundances at TOI
values. The result yields the upper and lower statistical limits as they are at the top of the
atmosphere. For the systematic uncertainties, the uncertainties on both the total and partial
charge changing cross sections must be considered. Nilsen et al. 1995[52] reports uncertain-
ties of ±10% and ±15% on the total and partial charge changing cross sections respectively.
To make a conservative estimate, the total and partial charge changing cross sections are
adjusted by ±10% and ±20% respectively, and then the atmospheric interaction corrections
are performed again in each case. Because gains in flux for each element are determined by
the partial charge changing cross sections, raising them yields upper estimates on the flux of
each element, while lowering them yields lower estimates. Alternatively, because flux losses
for each element come from the total charge changing cross sections, raising these yields
lower estimates on the elemental fluxes and lowering them yields upper estimates.
4.3 Galactic Cosmic Ray Source Abundances
For this work, the GCRS relative abundances were calculated by applying a rough interstellar
propagation correction to the measured TOA abundances. The correction approximates
the losses sustained by each element in the GCR flux due to nuclear interactions with the
interstellar medium (ISM), which is determined by the total charge changing cross sections
of each element in the GCR flux. To achieve a more accurate GCRS result, one must also
consider the gains in flux for each element due to heavier, parent particles that also interacted
in the ISM to yield daughter particles that contribute to the flux of these elements. These
interactions are determined by the partial charge changing cross sections that describe the
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probability that a given daughter element will result from the spallation of a heavier parent
element. The energy losses and radioactive decay pathways for each element in the GCR
must also be considered to attain accurate GCRS abundances. For now, we will consider
only the losses in flux for each element due to the spallation that occurs while traversing the
ISM.
4.3.1 Rough Interstellar Propagation Correction
The GCRS abundances (NGCRS) are determined by correcting the TOA abundances (NTOA)
for losses each element would sustain during their interstellar propagation. The losses are
determined by both the column density of the ISM (xISM) traversed by a typical GCR as well
as the interaction mean free path in the ISM for each element in the GCR flux (λISM(Z))
as follows:






This correction is the same as in Equation 4.2, used to correct for interactions that occurred
within the SuperTIGER instrument when calculating the Top-of-Instrument abundances in
Section 4.1.1.
The ISM column density is derived through measurements of radioactive secondaries, Li,
Be and B, relative to their interstellar fragmentation primaries, C and O. The ISM column
density depends on C and O energies and ranges from ∼ 2 g/cm2 to ∼ 7 g/cm2. For this
rough approximation, we use the average the ISM column density traversed xISM ∼ 5 g/cm2
(Friedlander 2002[56]).
The ISM interaction mean free paths for each element were derived using the total charge
changing cross section formulation from Nilsen et al. 1995[52]. This was also done to
determine the interaction mean free paths within the instrument and atmosphere when the
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TOI and TOA abundances were determined (Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.2). The total charge
changing cross section (σ(P, T )) for a given projectile (P ) and target (T ) particle is based
on their respective nuclear cross sections as follows:
σ(P, T ) = π[RP +RT − (3.20± 0.05)]2, (4.13)
where RP and RT are the nuclear radii of the projectile and target nuclei in femtometers.
These nuclear radii take the form Rn = SRe, where Re = 1.58A0.281 is the nuclear charge
radius determined by the target particle’s mass number. S = 1.277 is a scaling factor
introduced to generate nuclear rather than electron measured charge radii, improving the fit
to electron scattering measurements for particles with A < 10. The interaction mean free
path is given by,
λ(P, T ) = AT
NAσ(P, T )
, (4.14)
where AT is the atomic mass number of the target particle and NA is Avogadro’s number.
The target particles present in this ISM model are H and He, so, for every GCR projectile
element Z, the mean free paths are calculated for a weighted sum of H and He that represents
the ISM composition. The resulting ISM interaction mean free path for each GCR element





4.3.2 Rough GCRS Relative Abundances
In combination with the approximate ISM column density, xISM , the interaction mean free
paths from Equation 4.15, correct the measured TOA abundances for losses due to spal-
lation interactions sustained during interstellar propagation, yielding approximate GCRS
relative abundances with Equation 4.12. The errors caused by the uncertainty on the ISM
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total charge changing cross sections were included in the systematic error estimates propa-
gated from the TOA by adding them together in quadrature. The resulting GCRS relative
abundances are shown below in Table 4.6.
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Z NGCRS Stat E+ Stat E− Syst E+ Syst E− NTOA
16 135710 68.5 68.7 3464 3544 196510
17 30882 65.2 65.4 3589 3678 42205
18 72274 75.6 75.7 3869 3959 91760
19 53368 74.3 74.0 3923 4074 68690
20 141391 78.4 78.7 3696 3767 179138
21 38397 78.6 77.4 4244 4336 45068
22 131594 82.2 82.5 4283 4192 141788
23 73094 80.5 80.7 4728 4844 78435
24 147237 80.7 80.9 4774 4900 155585
25 119207 111 111 6136 6232 120750
26 1000000 - - - - 1000000
27 13729 37.5 37.5 327 334 13148
28 54507 101 102 53.1 53.2 52376
29 1016 13.8 13.6 5.8 5.8 914
30 737 12.1 12.3 2.7 2.7 646
31 63.4 4.4 4.2 1.3 1.4 52.6
32 116 5.8 5.6 0.97 0.99 92.3
33 15.1 2.7 2.4 0.87 0.88 11.7
34 56.4 4.6 4.3 0.73 0.75 41.6
35 14.5 2.7 2.4 0.65 0.66 10.6
36 31.5 3.8 3.4 0.62 0.63 21.9
37 12.8 2.8 2.4 0.63 0.65 8.7
38 48.6 4.7 4.3 0.62 0.62 32.2
39 12.9 2.8 2.4 0.39 0.39 8.4
40 20.6 3.5 3.0 0.35 0.36 13.1
41 5.7 2.2 1.7 0.29 0.30 3.6
42 12.2 3.0 2.5 0.28 0.29 7.4
43 - - - - - 3.0
44 9.0 2.8 2.3 0.25 0.26 5.1
45 2.5 2.0 1.4 0.24 0.25 1.4
46 6.4 2.7 2.1 0.25 0.25 3.4
47 1.4 2.0 1.2 0.25 0.26 0.7
48 2.8 2.4 1.6 0.29 0.29 1.4
49 3.2 2.6 1.8 0.34 0.34 1.6
50 16.1 4.3 3.5 0.41 0.41 7.5
51 6.9 3.4 2.5 0.32 0.32 3.1
52 14.3 4.5 3.6 0.37 0.38 6.1
53 4.9 3.2 2.2 0.28 0.28 2.1
54 15.9 4.9 3.8 0.39 0.40 6.6
55 2.9 3.0 1.8 0.22 0.22 1.2
56 10.6 4.5 3.3 0.29 0.30 4.1
Tab. 4.6: Rough Galactic cosmic-ray source relative abundances (26Fe=106) for the range
16 ≤ Z ≤ 56 attained after performing the instrument, atmospheric and rough
interstellar interaction corrections. NTOA included for comparison.118
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As only losses were considered, the rough interstellar propagation correction yields GCRS
abundances for Z ≥ 26 that are higher than the TOA abundances (Figure 4.1). Also, because
the abundances are plotted relative to 26Fe, the relative abundances for elements heavier than
26Fe will be enhanced due to their larger spallation cross sections. The GCRS abundances
obtained after applying the rough Galactic spallation correction are a reasonable estimate
for the even charges (42 ≤ Z ≤ 56) analyzed in this work, as there are few elements heavier
than these in the GCR whose spallation would produce them. Technetium (Z = 43) is not
included as it has no stable isotopes and would not appear at the GCRS. The Tc present
in the instrument, TOI and TOA measurements is purely secondary. Furthermore, for the
odd charges in this range, there are several heavier elements that produce them through
spallation, so their source abundances obtained by this method are surely unreliable. The
odd charge element abundances obtained by this rough correction will be excluded for the
remainder of this thesis. It should be noted that both the GCRS and TOA abundances for
many elements with Z ≥ 41 (Figure 4.1, right) fall well above those measured in the solar
abundances. This will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.
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Fig. 4.1: Comparison of GCRS and TOA abundances for the charge ranges (30 ≤ Z ≤ 40)
and (41 ≤ Z ≤ 56). The error bars for both sets of points are the combined
statistical and systematic errors listed in Tables 4.5 (for TOA) and 4.6 (for GCRS)
added together in quadrature. Solar abundances are from Lodders 2003[1].
In order to more accurately represent the GCRS abundances, it is necessary to consider not
only losses sustained by each element (given by the total charge-changing cross sections) but
also the specific partial charge-changing interactions that describe the gains each element
would have sustained from the spallation of the elements heavier than it. This is especially
true for the odd charges which carry a more significant secondary component. Energy losses
and radioactive decay paths are also essential pieces to the true picture of the GCRS. The
method which includes these important effects is described in the remainder of this section
and will be left as future work to be done after the completion of this thesis.
4.3.3 Future Interstellar Propagation Correction
The final SuperTIGER Galactic-Cosmic-Ray-Source (GCRS) relative abundances will be
determined by Mark Wiedenbeck of JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) using a "leaky box"
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galactic propagation model developed to obtain the ACE-CRIS satellite experiment results,
reported in Wiedenbeck et al. 2007[15] (as well as the TIGER and SuperTIGER results from
Rauch et al. 2009[3] and Murphy et al. 2016[2]).
The "leaky box" model assumes that a given species of interstellar cosmic ray is held in
steady state, where the production due to cosmic-ray source acceleration and fragmentation
from heavier species is balanced by fragmentation losses and escape from the system. The
"leaky box" model also considers the effects of radioactive decay and ionization energy loss.
For discussion, a simple expression for this model that does not include these later effects









where qi and ϕi are the source and equilibrium interstellar spectra of species i, and Λi and
Λji are the mean free paths for destruction and production (from species j) of species i.
Λesc is an empirically determined mean escape length to model the loss of species i from the
galaxy. The left-hand terms give the production of species i from source material and from
spallation reactions that take species j into species i. The right-hand terms give the loss of
species i due to escape from the galaxy and destruction reactions that take species i into
any other species.
If an equilibrium condition such as this is assumed, the source abundances qi can be deter-
mined by considering the behavior of the equilibrium interstellar abundances ϕi. These in-
terstellar abundances can then be related to the TOA abundances measured by SuperTIGER
if the effects of traversing the heliosphere are accounted for. The "leaky box" model used for
this work does consider ionization energy losses and radioactive decay for each species, and
it assumes the same galactic escape parameters used in obtaining the abundance results for
the experiments mentioned above.
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The calculation is performed in a similar fashion to the Rauch atmospheric correction. A set
of GCRS abundances qi are assumed and, in an iterative process, the equilibrium interstellar
abundances are determined and corrected for solar modulation in the heliosphere to guess a
set of TOA abundances. These calculated TOA abundances are compared with the Super-
TIGER TOA abundances determined by Rauch, and GCRS abundances are adjusted and
the code reiterated until agreement is established. The starting set of the GCRS abundances
are the Solar System abundances determined in Lodders 2003[1] with the energy spectrum
given in Davis et al. 2000[57]. The interstellar propagation corrections are done individually
for each element. The resulting interstellar equilibrium abundances are used as input into
a spherically symmetric Fisk solar modulation model, correcting for changes in abundances
caused by traversing the heliosphere. The TOA elemental abundances are achieved by sum-
ming the isotopic spectra for each element and looking up the abundance at the median
energy of the resulting spectrum.
For the Murphy analysis, including elements up to 40Zr, "decayed" cross sections were deter-
mined for each element by summing cross sections for the production of the nuclides that
decay to a particular stable product particle. This involved a careful determination of which
decay paths would actually occur during the interstellar propagation of cosmic rays. For this
work, the decay paths that yield elements Z ≤ 40 were used as is from the Murphy et al.
2016[2] analysis. Extending the calculation to 56Ba involved an approximation where only
the single most likely decay mode into each element Z ≥ 41 was considered. Additionally,
for the few nuclides in this range that decay only by electron capture, this decay process
was taken to occur instantaneously When the propagation calculation determines that the
particle gains an ISM electron. This leaves no chance for the electron to be stripped back
off before the decay occurs. This assumption is warranted because electron-capture decay
half lives are on the order of hours to days(Clayton 1968[39]) while the characteristic time
for stripping off an electron in the ISM is several thousand years (Letaw et al. 1985[58]).
If a beta-unstable cosmic-ray nucleus does gain an ISM electron, it is almost certain that
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electron-capture decay will occur before the electron is stripped off. Further work remains




The SuperTIGER TOA relative abundances obtained in Chapter 4 can be directly compared
to those reported by previous experiments. We also compare the rough GCRS abundances
obtained in this work, subject to a rough interstellar spallation correction (Section 4.3.1),
to those reported in Murphy et al. 2016[2], subject to a full interstellar GCR propagation
model (Wiedenbeck et al. 2007[15]). The rough GCRS abundances are plotted as ratios
relative to solar system abundances and to a source mixture of solar system and massive
star material representative of OB association composition. The atomic mass A and atomic
charge Z dependencies of these ratios are examined and compared to the GCR enhancement
schemes suggested by Meyer, Drury and Ellison 1997[30] and Lingenfelter 2019[11]. The
rough GCRS individual elemental abundances calculated for the first time over the charge
range 42 ≤ Z ≤ 56 show a clear excess over these model predictions. This discrepancy
is unlikely to be resolved by the full interstellar propagation corrections, which suggests
there is an additional enhancement factor present in the GCRS abundances. Further work
is necessary to make definitive conclusions about the cause and degree of this enhancement.
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5.1 Comparison with Previous Observations
We compare the SuperTIGER TOA and rough GCRS abundances to the results from pre-
vious analyses. The TOA abundances in this work are obtained through corrections to the
measured abundances that account for interactions and energy losses that occurred within
the SuperTIGER instrument (Section 4.1.1) and while traversing the atmosphere (Section
4.2.2). Such abundances can be compared to other balloon experiments, where similar at-
mospheric corrections have been made, or to satellite experiments whose measurements are
performed above the atmosphere and, naturally, do not require atmospheric corrections.
5.1.1 Top-of-Atmosphere Comparison
Figure 5.1 shows the SuperTIGER TOA abundances for the entire measured charge range
16 ≤ Z ≤ 56. The error bars are the combined statistical and systematic errors listed
in Tables 4.5 added together in quadrature. Included for comparison are the elemental
abundances of satellite experiments HEAO-3, reported in Engelmann et al. 1990[9] (16 ≤
Z ≤ 28, 2.1 GeV/nucleon) and Byrnak et al. 1983[8] (26 ≤ Z ≤ 34), and ACE-CRIS (30 ≤
Z ≤ 40), received from W. R. Binns (private communication, corresponding GCRS data in
Binns et al. 2013[59]), as well as TIGER (20 ≤ Z ≤ 40) and SuperTIGER (30 ≤ Z ≤ 40)
reported in Rauch et al. 2009[3] and Murphy et al. 2016[2], respectively. Solar system
abundances from Lodders 2003[1] are included for reference. TOA agreement is overall good
for Z ≤ 40, where SuperTIGER agrees with at least one experiment for almost every element,
showing that the TOA abundances in this work are consistent with abundances measured on
satellites above the atmosphere. The elevation of SuperTIGER for Z = 27 and Z = 29 is due
to uncorrected contamination from the tails of the far more abundant adjacent charges. The
differences from HEAO-3, seen at the lowest charges measured, are most likely caused by the
atmospheric corrections that were optimized to treat the SuperTIGER ultra heavy range.
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For Z ≥ 41, there are no previous measurements with single element resolution to compare
the SuperTIGER TOA abundances to, but they are in general enhanced compared to solar
system abundances. Two important exceptions are Z=48 and Z=56, which are discussed
later in this chapter.
Fig. 5.1: SuperTIGER TOA abundances for the entire analyzed charge range (16 ≤ Z ≤
56). Results from past analyses are included for comparison, including: Super-
TIGER from Murphy et al. 2016[2], TIGER from Rauch et al. 2009[3], HEAO-3
from Byrnak et al. 1983[8] and Engelmann et al. 1990[9], and solar system abun-
dances from Lodders 2003[1]. All abundances are normalized to 26Fe=106.
Figure 5.2 shows the same abundances for the charge range (30 ≤ Z ≤ 40), which was the
charge range of interest for the previous analysis of SuperTIGER by Murphy et al. 2016[2].
Here it is highlighted that the SuperTIGER TOA abundances from this work are all in agree-
ment with those of Murphy et al. 2016[2], indicating that the separate charge assignment
analyses performed on the SuperTIGER data are consistent. Also highlighted in this range
is the agreement with ACE-CRIS measurements (W. R. Binns, private communication), a
complementary data set to SuperTIGER at lower energies. In particular, for cases where
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the difference between ACE-CRIS and the SuperTIGER TOA abundances from Murphy et
al. 2016[2] is significant (Z = 33 and Z = 40), the updated SuperTIGER TOA abundances
drift toward better agreement with ACE-CRIS. This can be attributed to improvement in
resolution of the high charge analysis for some elements in this range.
Fig. 5.2: SuperTIGER TOA abundances for 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40 to highlight comparison to the
TOA abundances obtained by Murphy et al. 2016[2] and ACE-CRIS (W. R. Binns,
private communication). All abundances are normalized to 26Fe=106.
Of particular interest is how the SuperTIGER TOA abundances for the newly measured
charge range 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56, compare with satellite measurements. In Section 3.4.2, it was
noted that the apparent reduction in the Z = 48 abundance could indicate issues with the
measurement of the charges Z > 46, in particular the possibility of a gain mismatch between
the low- and high-gain Cherenkov PMT channels. Comparing the Z > 40 results with
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previous measurements can help us investigate this area of concern. One such measurement
was made by the HEAO-3 and Ariel satellite instruments with combined abundances reported
for 33 ≤ Z ≤ 60 (Binns et al. 1989[10]). While these instruments were able to measure GCR
abundances up to Z = 60, they lacked the charge resolution to distinguish between the
even and adjacent lower charge odd peaks for Z ≥ 33. What was reported was the HEAO-
3&Ariel combined best estimate of odd-even charge pairs as listed in columns 5-6 in Table
5.1. In order to consistently compare the individual element peaks of the SuperTIGER TOA
abundances, we added together the abundances calculated for adjacent odd and even peaks,
with the even peak being the "higher" end of the charge pair. To obtain the error on these
combined odd-even charge peaks, the errors from the individual peaks were added together
in quadrature. The resulting SuperTIGER TOA odd-even charge pairs and their errors are
listed in columns 2-4. The Lodders 2003[1] abundances were similarly summed in pairs to
serve as a reference (column 7).
Z ST TOA +Error −Error HEAO-3&Ariel ±Error SS L2003
33-34 53.3 4.0 3.8 61.1 4.1 85.8
35-36 32.4 3.4 3.0 36.6 2.5 79.3
37-38 40.9 3.7 3.3 37.8 2.9 36.1
39-40 21.5 2.9 2.5 22.8 2.3 19.0
41-42 10.9 2.3 1.9 11.0 3.0 4.0
43-44 8.1 2.1 1.6 4.1 1.1 2.3
45-46 4.9 1.8 1.4 6.2 1.1 2.2
47-48 2.2 1.6 1.1 5.5 0.9 2.5
49-50 9.1 2.4 1.9 5.6 0.8 4.7
51-52 9.3 2.5 1.9 6.7 0.8 6.1
53-54 8.7 2.4 1.9 3.8 0.8 7.6
55-56 5.3 2.1 1.5 7.4 1.0 5.6
Tab. 5.1: SuperTIGER TOA odd-even charge pair abundances for 33 ≤ Z ≤ 56 for com-
parison to HEAO-3&Ariel abundances from Binns et al 1989[10]. Solar system
odd-even charge pairs included from Lodders 2003[1]. All abundances are nor-
malized to 26Fe=106.
The odd-even charge pairs from Table 5.1 are compared in Figure 5.3. Over the 33 ≤ Z ≤ 56
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range, the differences between the SuperTIGER TOA odd-even charge pair abundances and
the reported HEAO-3&Ariel abundances are not far outside the error bars, save for the
three more significant exceptions: Z = 43 − 44, Z = 47 − 48 and Z = 53 − 54. We
know Z = 48 appeared to be nearly absent from the measured SuperTIGER abundances
and the severe reduction compared to HEAO-3&Ariel is good reason to exclude Z = 48
from the remainder of the discussion of this analysis. The otherwise general agreement is
encouraging, especially for charge pairs Z ≥ 49−50, where there was reason to be suspicious
due to the reduced Z = 48. While we cannot discount the possibility of gain issues effecting
the Z ≥ 49 abundances, the consistency of SuperTIGER TOA with the combined result of
satellite instruments HEAO-3&Ariel over the 33 ≤ Z ≤ 56 range supports their validity and
warrants further discussion of these newly measured abundances.
Fig. 5.3: SuperTIGER TOA odd-even charge pair abundances for 33 ≤ Z ≤ 56. Compar-
ison to HEAO-3&Ariel odd-even charge pairs from Binns et al. 1989[10]. Solar
system abundances from Lodders 2003[1] were also charge paired for comparison.
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5.1.2 Galactic Cosmic Ray Source Comparison
Over the entire measured charge range 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56, SuperTIGER TOA abundances agree
with other TOA abundance measurements with few exceptions. Unfortunately, the rough
GCRS abundances calculated by correcting the TOA abundances only for losses they would
have sustained due to spallation during their interstellar propagation cannot reproduce the
previously reported GCRS abundances. In particular, the odd charges will have significant
secondary components from the spallation of elements heavier than them. This effect would
be corrected by a interstellar interaction correction which also takes into account gains in
the flux of elements due to the spallation of elements heavier than them, as determined by
the partial charge-changing cross sections for each interaction path. Without this taken into
account, the GCRS for the odd elements will be greatly enhanced compared to the even
elements. We opt, then, to remove the odd elements from rough GCRS abundances for the
remainder of this discussion (as previously stated in Section 4.3.2). Figure 5.4 compares
the rough SuperTIGER GCRS abundances to the fully corrected GCRS abundances derived
in Murphy et al. 2016[2]. It is clear that the even elements are also over-enhanced when
only interaction losses during interstellar transport are considered. Where the SuperTIGER
TOA abundances agreed excellently with those in Murphy et al. 2016[2], the rough GCRS
abundances from this work fall well above the GCRS abundances of Murphy in all cases.
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Fig. 5.4: Rough SuperTIGER GCRS abundances for 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40 compared to those from
Murphy et al. 2016[2]. Solar system abundances from Lodders 2003[1] included
for reference.
As stated briefly in Section 4.3.2, the enhancement effect of the rough interstellar spallation
correction will get worse with increasing charge because the abundances are relative to
26Fe. The higher charge elements will have higher total charge changing cross sections
and will therefore suffer more interactions relative to their abundances than 26Fe does. The
corrections for gains in flux would trend in the same way, because the partial charge changing
cross sections also increase with charge. For the higher charges (42 ≤ Z ≤ 56), however, the
elements in the GCR that are heavier than these are of comparable or lesser abundance, so
the gains they would see due to spallation from heavier elements is relatively lower. For the
high, even charges, then, considering only the losses in flux due to spallation is not as bad an
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overestimate as it is for the odd and lower charges. With this in mind, as well as the good
agreement of the SuperTIGER TOA abundances with HEA03-HNE&Ariel for Z ≥ 42, we
examine how these newly measured elements play into the source and acceleration schemes
of the GCR.
5.2 Volatility Model
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, Meyer, Drury and Ellison 1997[30] predict the preferential
acceleration of the refractory elements, which condense into dust grains that have high
rigidity, over the volatile elements that remain as gas. They also predict that the volatile
elements, whose injection into the GCR accelerator is a function of their individual rigidities,
will show a relative enhancement that increases with atomic mass A. No such trend was
suggested for the refractories because their injection in grains was thought to affect all
mass species similarly. Plotting the GCRS abundances relative to the solar system (SS)
abundances (Lodders 2003[1]), as in Figure 5.5, reveals that the refractory elements are
enhanced compared to the volatiles for lower masses, but that this enhancement breaks
down for high atomic mass A >∼ 60.
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Fig. 5.5: Ratios of rough GCRS abundances relative to solar system (Lodders 2003) plotted
versus atomic mass A. Also plotted for comparison are HEAO-3/TIGER (Rauch
et al. 2009[3]) and SuperTIGER (Murphy et al. 2016[2]) GCRS. Normalized to
an 56Fe ratio of 50.
Elements were classified as refractory if their equilibrium 50% condensation temperatures,
TC , from Lodders 2003[1] were higher than 1250 K (Epstein 1980[27]); elements with TC <
1250 K were classified as volatile. The rough GCRS abundances derived in this work for the
even charges with Z ≥ 26 (excluding Z = 48) are plotted. The GCRS results of Rauch et
al. 2009[3] and Murphy et al. 2016[2] are plotted in Figure 5.5 to give a general idea of the
systematic excess present for both the refractory and volatile elements in the rough GCRS
abundances.
The Wolf-Rayet wind models of Higdon and Lingenfelter 2003[38] and the ACE-CRIS mea-
surements of Binns et al. 2005[37] support a GCRS composition that is different from SS
composition, which is representative of old interstellar medium (ISM). Instead, the composi-
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tion of the GCRS appears to be a mixture of ∼ 20% recently produced massive star material
(MSM) with ∼ 80% older ISM, a composition representative of OB association composition.
To represent the ISM composition in this mixture we use the measured solar system abun-
dances from Lodders 2003[1], as the solar system is composed of old ISM. The GCRS model
composition that would result from this mixture, GCRSmix(Z) (normalized to 26Fe=106),
is calculated using MSM model abundances, NMSM(Z), derived1 from Woosely and Heger





Here, ηMSM = 0.2 and ηSS = 0.8 are the mixing factors that determine the GCRS model
mixture. In Murphy et al. 2016[2], these mixing factors were varied to determine the
best GCRS mixture model of 81% SS + 19% MSM, for which the slopes of the atomic
mass dependent enhancements for the refractory (0.583) and volatile (0.632) elements were
determined. In this work, where the rough GCRS interstellar propagation correction does
not yield abundances that are able to improve these slopes, it is sufficient to use the 80% SS
+ 20% MSM mixture for demonstrative purposes. These GCRS mixture model abundances
are listed in Table 6.1 in Rauch 2008[53].
1 The MSM model abundances, NMSM (Z), are derived from production factors that give the fraction
describing how much of a given element is produced relative to the solar system abundance for that ele-
ment, PFMSM/SS(Z) = NMSM (Z)/NSS(Z). Woosley and Heger 2007[4] determine these production factors
relative to Lodders 2003[1] solar system abundances.
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Fig. 5.6: Ratios of rough GCRS abundances relative to mixture of 80% solar system (Lod-
ders 2003[1]) and 20% massive star material (Woosley & Heger 2007[4]) plotted
versus atomic mass A. Also plotted for comparison are HEAO-3/TIGER (Rauch
et al. 2009[3]) and SuperTIGER (Murphy et al. 2016[2]) GCRS. Trend lines for
the refractory and volatile enhancements are plotted with slopes derived in Murphy
et al. 2016[2] and scaled to match distributions. Normalized to an 56Fe ratio of
50.
Figure 5.6 shows the rough GCRS abundances calculated in this work (in addition to those
of Rauch et al. 2009[3] and Murphy et al. 2016[2]) plotted relative to these mixture model
abundances. For Z ≤ 40, there is a clean separation between the refractory and volatile
elements, demonstrating agreement with the results of Rauch et al. 2009[3] and Murphy et
al. 2016[2], where plotting the GCRS abundances relative to a source mixture representative
of OB-association composition reveals both (1) that the refractory elements are preferentially
accelerated over the volatile elements and (2) that, in addition to this overall preference,
the refractory elements are also ordered by an atomic mass dependence in their injection
into the cosmic-ray accelerator, contrary to the prediction of Meyer, Drury and Ellison
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1997[30]. These atomic mass dependencies of the refractory and volatile enhancements are
demonstrated by lines of the form BAM , plotted with slopes M = 0.583 for refractories and
M = 0.632 for volatiles, as derived in Murphy et al. 2017[2], and scaled by B to match their
respective distributions. Up to Z = 40, the distributions for the refractories and volatiles
are well described by the lines. However, for Z > 40, where the even GCRS abundances are
plotted for the first time, a clear enhancement is present for 42 ≤ Z ≤ 54. Interestingly, this
enhancement seems to dominate the predicted refractory over volatile enhancement as there
are volatile elements clearly elevated well above even the refractory mass trend line. Part
of this elevation comes from the lack of a complete interstellar propagation that includes
gains in flux from partial charge changing interactions, but the degree to which elements
42 ≤ Z ≤ 54 (especially the volatiles) are elevated cannot be explained by this alone. 56Ba,
on the other hand, is less elevated; even less so than the volatile elements in this range. We
believe the enhancement for 42 ≤ Z ≤ 54 may be due to the influence of some additional
factor in the GCRS material production that has not yet been explained. This will be
discussed further in Section 5.3.
More recently, Lingenfelter 2019[11] proposed that the apparent atomic mass dependence
seen in the refractory abundance enhancement by TIGER (Rauch et al. 2009[3]) and Super-
TIGER (Murphy et al. 2016[2]) can actually be explained by the atomic charge dependent
sputtering of refractory elements from the surfaces of the grains they condense into. This
sputtering dependence comes from the charge dependent cross sections of the grain surface
elements of charge Z with ambient H and He and is approximately Z2/3. Plotting the mea-




Fig. 5.7: Ratios of rough GCRS abundances relative to mixture of 80% solar system (Lod-
ders 2003[1]) and 20% massive star material (Woosley & Heger 2007[4]) plotted
versus atomic charge Z. Also plotted for comparison are HEAO-3/TIGER (Rauch
et al. 2009[3]) and SuperTIGER (Murphy et al. 2016[2]) GCRS. Trend lines for
the refractory and volatile enhancements are plotted with slopes of 2/3, theorized
in Lingenfelter 2019[11] and scaled to match distributions. Normalized to an 26Fe
ratio of 50.
Indeed, the expected Z2/3 lines, scaled to match the volatile and refractory enhancement
trends in Figure 5.7, follow the abundances quite well up to Z = 40. For Z > 40, the
elevation of the elements 42 ≤ Z ≤ 54 is again apparent, as in Figure 5.6. Still, 56Ba
is less elevated and is not too far from the Z2/3 refractory enhancement line expected by
Lingenfelter 2019[11]. This is especially true considering that the rough interstellar spallation
correction overestimates the rough GCRS abundances. In fact, Lingenfelter includes 56Ba,
deconvolved from the HEAO-3&Ariel odd-even charge pairs (Binns et al. 1989[10]), on
his GCRS enhancement plot (Figure 5.8), and 56Ba falls exactly on the Z2/3 refractory
enhancement line. The following section provides speculation on why the refractory and
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volatile elements 42 ≤ Z ≤ 54 are elevated even over the refractory 56Ba.
Fig. 5.8: GCRS abundances for: Engelmann et al. 1990/Cummings et al. 2016, 1 ≤ Z ≤
28; Rauch et al. 2009 26 ≤ Z ≤ 38/Murphy et al. 2016, 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40; Binns et
al. 1989, 40 ≤ Z ≤ 70; Donnelly et al. 2012, Z > 70, plotted relative to a GCRS
mixture of 20% MSM from Woosley and Heger 2007 and 80% SS from Lodders
2003. Normalized to an 1H ratio of 1. Figure from Lingenfelter 2019[11].
5.3 Production Models
Without a proper interstellar propagation model to determine the SuperTIGER GCRS abun-
dances, an attempt to make a rigorous comparison to production models would be premature.
With the elevated 42 ≤ Z ≤ 54 elements shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, we can, at least,
discuss potential implications for compact binary merger (CBM) nucleosynthesis models.
Figure 5.9 shows the break down of each charge Z ≥ 34 into its s- and r-process contributions
(W. R. Binns, private communication). For charges 42 ≤ Z ≤ 55, the abundances are all
either predominately r-process or at least nearly equal in their s- and r-process contributions.
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56Ba is the first element with Z ≥ 42 that is predominately s-process, and it is also a
refractory element.
Fig. 5.9: Elemental abundances of the s- and r-process elements from Binns et al. 1985[12].
"Vol" and "Ref" indicate ranges of Z for which elements are Volatile or Refractory,
respectively. Figure from W. R. Binns (private communication).
In Figures 5.6 and 5.7, the relative reduction of the refractory element 56Ba, the only predom-
inantly s-process element for 42 ≥ Z ≥ 56, compared to the others in this range, suggests
that there could be an enhancement of r-process over s-process material superimposed on
the already demonstrated refractory enhancement and A or Z2/3 dependence trends. This
would at least follow the current OB-association understanding of GCRS composition, in
that frequent supernovae accelerate the surrounding material containing newly synthesized
material, from past SNe and Wolf-Rayet winds, mixed into the older ISM, leading to an
enhancement of the elements that are newly formed but are also present in the normal
ISM. Heavy s-process elements like 56Ba are formed by the main s-process (West and Heger
2017[60]), which occurs in less massive, longer lived AGB (asymptotic giant branch) stars.
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While this material would be present in the old ISM, it would not be enhanced in the GCR
that contains new material as well.
On the other hand, while compact binary mergers (CBM) are expected to produce massive
amounts of r-process nuclei when they occur, they are very infrequent compared to SNe and
the material produced by them would not be part of the new material we see enhanced in
the GCR. Unless CBM are accelerating their own nucleosynthesis products, it seems that in
order for this material to be enhanced in the GCR, CBM would need to consistently occur
near to stars that will soon explode and accelerate them. This is not likely. The fact that
we see an enhancement of elements 42 ≤ Z ≤ 54 in the GCR that have significant r-process
contributions is evidence that SNe in OB associations are likely producing r-process elements.
Based on these speculations, it is unlikely that, as some models suggest, CBM can be fully
responsible for the production of all r-process elements in the ISM.
5.4 Conclusions
The SuperTIGER instrument was designed primarily to measure the relative elemental abun-
dances of ultra-heavy Galactic cosmic rays (GCR) over the charge range 30 ≤ Z ≤ 40 with
individual element resolution and high statistical precision. SuperTIGER has now also made
exploratory measurements of UHGCR up to 56Ba. The 2012 SuperTIGER flight data ob-
tained via LOS and TDRSS transmission and analyzed by Murphy et al. 2016 has been
combined with data saved to solid-state drives that have since been recovered. This com-
bined data set was analyzed using a new charge assignment method, optimized to extract
relative elemental abundances for the charge range 41 ≤ Z ≤ 56. The SuperTIGER mea-
surements presented for this range of elements are the first of their kind, featuring individual
element resolution combined with the statistics to clearly resolve most element peaks .
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The relative abundances reported in this work for GCR in space (TOA) are consistent with
previous experiments within statistical and systematic uncertainties over the entire measured
charge range 16 ≤ Z ≤ 56. The interstellar propagation corrections performed for this work
included only losses in flux for each element due to spallation, governed by their total charge
changing cross sections in the ISM. The resulting rough GCRS relative abundances, while
not final, have revealed an enhancement for the elements Z ≥ 42 that was not predicted
by the dust grain and volatility model proposed by Meyer, Drury and Ellison 1997[30] and
refined by the TIGER and SuperTIGER experiments and by Lingenfelter 2019[11]. While
this enhancement may be the first step in constraining the production models of compact
object mergers, further work is required to draw definitive conclusions about the source and







ACE Advanced Composition Explorer
ADC analog to digital converter
AGB asymptotic giant branch
BESS Balloon-Borne Experiment with a Superconducting Spectrometer
BH black hole
BNS binary neutron star
BTV Bardeen Tarle Voltz
Caltech California Institute of Technology
CBM compact binary mergers
CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research
CPU central processing unit
CR cosmic rays
CRIS Cosmic Ray Isotope Spectrometer
CSBF Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility
C0 aerogel Cherenkov detector
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C1 acrylic Cherenkov detector
E energy
FEE front-end electronics
F1 first-order Fermi acceleration
F2 second-order Fermi acceleration
GCR galactic cosmic rays
GCRS galactic cosmic ray source
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
GSM generalized saturation model
HEAO High Energy Astrophysical Observatory
H.E.S.S. High Energy Stereoscopic System
HNE Heavy Nuclei Experiment
HV high voltage
HVPS high voltage power supply
H1 first hodoscope plane
H2 second hodoscope plane
ISM interstellar medium
ISS International Space Station
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LDB Long Duration Balloon
LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory




MSM massive star material
M1 SuperTIGER module 1
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M2 SuperTIGER module 2
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NS neutron star
NSF National Science Foundation
NSBH neutron star-black hole
NZDT New Zealand Daylight Time
P power, or projectile
PMT photo-multiplier tube
PNS proto-neutron star
PSTAR stopping power and range tables for protons
Q ion charge
R magnetic rigidity, or nuclear radius
T target, or temperature
ROOT object-oriented program and library developed by CERN




SSD solid state disk
S1 first scintillator detector
S2 second scintillator detector
S3 third scintillator detector
TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
TIGER Trans-Iron Galactic Element Recorder
TIR total internal reflection
TOA top of atmosphere
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TOI top of instrument
UHGCR ultra-heavy galactic cosmic rays
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
UV ultraviolet
VERITAS Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System
WLS wavelength shifter
WR Wolf-Rayet





Tab. A.1: Glossary of Acronyms. Courtesy of Brian Rauch.
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Solid State Drive Write Failure
After ∼ 10 days at float altitude, the data solid state drive (SSD) on each module suffered a
write failure. Another ∼ 10 days later, the root SSDs on each module also suffered a write
failure. Luckily, the flight software written by SuperTIGER programmer, Martin Olevitch,
did not require disk writes to continue operation, so data were still telemetered. An initial
investigation suggested that these disks had suffered a hardware failure and could no longer
be written to. The following describes the mid-flight discovery and initial diagnosis of the
issue and the post-recovery final diagnosis.
Mid-Flight Diagnosis
On December 19, 2012 17:57:47 NZDT (New Zealand Daylight Time), 10.6 days after the
flight program was initiated (with about 10 days at float altitude) the error message copied
below was received first from M1:
M1 Event Number 15314073 at time Wed Dec 19 17:57:47 2012
Message: stor: error saving data: stor_next_file: can’t open
’/data/supertiger/00059/.st
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and then also from M2 only minutes later:
M2 Event Number 18366211 at time Wed Dec 19 18:01:00 2012
Message: stor: error saving data: stor_next_file: can’t open
’/data/supertiger/00059/.st
These errors continued for every subsequent event until the monitor team intervened. First, a
new_run command was sent and the errors persisted in both modules. Then, an end_flight_program
command was sent which ramped down all HV, turned off FEE power and terminated the
flight program. The CPU operating system then restarted the flight program which turned
on the FEE power, set the HV to the previous settings and started sending data. No more
"can’t open" messages occurred, but, upon checking the data disks, it was confirmed that no
additional data were being written to them. The high priority data were still being sent to
ground via telemetry and so the flight program was left running in this state. If this failure
had stopped the flight program operation or forwarding of data to the SIP for telemetry, the
flight would have been terminated.
Another 10.6 days later, both root disks also seemed to suffer a similar failure mode. On
December 30 01:58:18 NZDT, a M2 hodoscope PMT HV setting change was needed, and
the command to do so was sent. The following error message was returned:
M2 Event Number 21160952 at time Sun Dec 30 01:58:18 2012
Message: save_fee_hvps: Bad conf_write: bad fopen on
’/usr/local/supertiger/
M2 Event Number 21160953 at time Sun Dec 30 01:58:18 2012
Message: SET_HVPS couldn’t save new hvps value in conf file
Housekeeping events verified that the voltage had been changed as needed, but the error
indicated that the setting could not be saved. The root disks of each module’s CPU saved
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the current HV settings, so this meant that the M2 root disk could no longer save files. A
similar command was sent that would ask both M1 and M2 to change and save to their
respective root disks the value of an inconsequential parameter. They responded with a
similar error. The conclusion at the time was that the module CPU root SSDs had suffered
the same hardware failure as the data SSDs. Because data were still being telemetered as
before, no attempt was made to fix this issue as it was unknown whether the CPUs would
be able to reboot or restart the flight program.
The flight continued as such for the remainder of its duration, acquiring data through TDRSS
and sending commands through iridium successfully. With TDRSS telemetry that was ∼
80% efficient in sending high priority event data to ground as well as a second LOS window
that occurred at the end of the first orbit the majority (∼ 90%) of the high priority data
was acquired. This proved to be successful, as it yielded the science result in Murphy et al.
2016[2].
Post-Recovery Diagnosis
The regular timing (10.6 days) of the failures was suspicious, and a post-recovery (2015) in-
vestigation of the recovered SSDs by SuperTIGER engineer, Richard Bose, and programmer,
Martin Olevitch, revealed that what appeared to be an SSD hardware failure was actually a
bug in the data writing software.
The bug was found in the get_uptime() flight software routine that opens and reads the
file /proc/uptime every 15 minutes. The bug was that, once opened, the file was never
closed. There is a limit on the number of files a process may have open. The routine
was automatically executed every 15 minutes as part of constructing a MISC housekeeping
event, and, after about 10.6 days, the limit of 1024 open files was reached. Once the limit
was reached, it prevented other parts of the program from opening more files. This affected
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two parts of the flight software: stor and conf_simple.
stor is in charge of saving data in disk files on the data SSDs. Multiple events are written
to a disk file, and when the file reaches a certain size, it is closed and a new data file is
opened. After the open file limit was reached, no new data files could be opened. stor also
maintains a couple auxiliary files, one containing the name of the current data file and one
the name of the current run number. Neither of these files could be opened either.
conf_simple reads and writes configuration files that the flight program uses to save many
flight parameters between invocations, such as FEE values, thresholds, etc. The saved values
are read in at program start, and are written if they are changed during the flight and at
program end. After the open files limit was reached, these values could no longer be saved
on the root SSDs.
When the flight program was restarted, it began again with a new set of 1024 file descriptors
available. This is why the "can’t open" error messages ceased after the first restart. However,
stor did not save data. This happened during initialization when stor attempts to make a
new run directory. It tries to make the directory whose name was stored in an auxiliary file
called .stor_cur_run. However, that file was not up to date due to stor being unable to
write to .stor_cur_run. Accordingly, stor tried to make an existing directory, which failed.
An error code was returned to the flight program, which caused it to no longer attempt to
save data on disk.
After another 10.6 days, the open file limit was again reached. At this point, the conf_simple
problems occurred again, as described above.
In Binns et al. 2014[44] and Murphy 2015[14], it is reported that the SSDs were believed to
have suffered a hardware failure during flight. It was unknown whether the data saved to
the data SSDs in the first 10.6 days of flight would be salvageable from the recovered disks.
In fact, what appeared to be a hardware issue was a software issue and so the data saved
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in the first 10.6 days were recovered and combined with the LOS and TDRSS data for the
analysis in this work.
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